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No Great
Improvement Could
Possibly Go Forward
… Great injury results from unstable government. The want of confidence in the public councils damps every useful undertaking, the
success and profit of which may depend on a continuance of existing
arrangements. What prudent merchant will hazard his fortunes in any
new branch of commerce when he knows not but that his plans may
be rendered unlawful before they can be executed? … In a word, no
great improvement or laudable enterprise can go forward which requires the auspices of a steady system of national policy.
– James Madison, Federalist No. 62 [February 27, 1788]

M

adison’s words cut to the core of our current energy policy issues. His assertion that unstable government causes
great injury is extended with his very reasonable query.
He asks whether any prudent business will invest in new ideas, technologies or ventures if they cannot tell whether those ideas and technologies
will tomorrow be considered illegal or contrary to some new rule or regulation – just like any one of the over 80,000 pages of new regulations signed
into existence in 2013.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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The longer that I work in energy
and policy and the more I see of the
machinations of government, the
more the phrase “there’s nothing new
under the sun” hits home. Although
he could not possibly have known
what the American energy industry would be facing two and a quarter centuries after he penned those
words in Federalist No. 62, Madison’s
words still apply directly to our situation today.
The American coal industry is a resilient and innovative group of professionals that produces an amazing
product – affordable, abundant, reliable, domestic energy. We produce
a product that is absolutely essential
in the everyday lives of all Americans
and billions of others around the world.
We produce a product that keeps people alive when they are in the hospital, keeps people warm during the

most frigid hours of the polar vortex,
keeps people cool during the most intense summer heat waves, and that
keeps American industry moving and
effective. Furthermore, we do so with
an ever-increasing level of cleanliness
and efficiency. Despite that amazing
record, our industry continues to endure a seemingly endless wave of legislative and regulatory assaults from
elected officials, federal regulators
and “green” special interests.
The people in the American coal
industry are also reasonable and, as
a consequence, we tend to want to
“play nice” wherever possible. We
want to get along and do whatever
we can to be seen as team players in
the policy arena. In the past, when we
have faced a new course of regulation,
there has always been some shifting
and reorganizing, yes, and even some
grumbling. However, where that

regulation has been reasonable, put
forth in an orderly fashion and based
in science and economic reality, the
coal industry has been able to address
it and meet its requirements.
Our record is proven by our ability to reduce emissions of three major
pollutants associated with coal-fueled
electricity – nitrogen oxide (NOX), sulfur oxide (SOX) and particulate matter – by approximately 90 percent
per megawatt hour produced from
1970 to 2012. We continue to reduce
our other emissions – like mercury
– and are also working on efficiency
programs and technologies like carbon capture and storage (CCS) to
address carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. Our history demonstrates that
we are quite willing and able to work
with reasonable regulations and reasonable timelines. There is no reason to expect that there would be any

MAKING A DIFFERENCE
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producer and has coal available for domestic and export markets.
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management, production, maintenance and contract mining ventures.
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difference in addressing public concerns over CO2 emissions.
What is happening in Washington
today, however, is not reasonable,
nor is it orderly and it is most certainly not based in either scientific
or economic reality. What is happening in Washington is an unreasonable imposition of increasingly strict
regulations without any apparent regard for the impacts of those regulations on system stability, the cost
of electricity and/or the impacts on
American jobs.
For example, we have watched over
the past few years as Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) action asserted radical new powers to retroactively revoke Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act (CWA) permits. Incredibly,
that new power was upheld by a July
11, 2014 U.S. Court of Appeals ruling, meaning that many American
businesses could now see approved
Section 404 permits revoked, even
after engaging in extended processes to have those permits approved.
In layman’s terms, “one day you have
the permit, the next day you don’t.”
You just won’t be able to tell when,
where or why that may be the case
anymore.
That process will soon become
even more arbitrary, burdensome and
expensive should the EPA be successful in its attempts to expand its
jurisdiction with its proposed Waters
of the U.S. rule. This new rule would
see the EPA claim jurisdiction over
nearly every ephemeral stream, ditch,
dugout and wet area in the country.
The key to claiming this jurisdiction
would be whether the EPA feels there
is a sufficient level of ecological “connectivity” from a wet area to a more
substantial body of water.1

As Janet Gellici’s spotlight article
in this issue notes, the New Source
Review (NSR) process is also adding
to the burden by erecting a proactive
and aggressive hindrance to the utility industry’s attempts to improve the
efficiency of its existing coal-fueled
plants. Rather than ensuring plants
become more efficient – the ostensible aim of the NSR rule – this rule
makes it economically and logistically
impossible to complete important efficiency upgrades on coal plants. This
rule forces plant operators to retain
older, less efficient equipment and
stops the deployment of newer, more
efficient technologies.
I discuss another example of new
regulations hindering economic activ
ity and development in my article
about the new EPA’s Clean Power
Plan, their proposed rule for existing
coal plants. In that same theme, a further example exists in the EPA’s proposed greenhouse gas (GHG) rule for
new plants, which mandates untested and unproven CCS technologies in
the construction of any new coal plant.
In his article, David Wojick takes
readers through a regulatory impact
analysis as he attempts to clear away
the smokescreen surrounding new
regulations. Jane Genova follows by
tackling the question of coal’s viability, while Terry Anderson with the
Property and Environment Research
Center (PERC) analyzes the punishing impacts of the war on coal across
Native American communities. Paul
Driessen describes how this administration and EPA policies are trampling coal country families down.
Then, Dr. Sean Dessureault provides
some hope for readers with information on how our industry can use data warehousing and social media to

respond to regulatory overreach and
our industry’s critics.
While we have made an honest effort, the space does not exist in a single issue of American Coal magazine
to list the many additional examples
of confrontational, anti-coal regulations and their impacts on our employees and co-workers, as well as our
nation’s economy. As we show in this
issue, it is eminently reasonable to
ask how we can be expected to provide abundant, affordable and reliable
energy in the face of increasingly extreme and arbitrary regulation that is
clearly targeted against our industry.
We opened this message with
Madison’s thoughts. It’s appropriate
that we close with his thoughts as well:
… the most deplorable effect
of all is that diminution of attachment and reverence which
steals into the hearts of the people, towards a political system
which betrays so many marks of
infirmity and disappoints so many of their flattering hopes. No
government, any more than an
individual, will long be respected without being truly respectable; nor be truly respectable,
without possessing a certain
portion of order and stability.
It’s time to return coal to its proper role as the respected and trusted
foundation of our energy system and
to return regulation to its proper and
reasonable role of establishing realistic limits and protections. It’s time to
return government to its proper role
of setting policy, instead of picking
winners and losers. We’re confident
that we will help get things started
in that direction with this issue of
American Coal.
Welcome! u

Reference
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Fox News. “Will EPA water grab tip US back into a recession?” Retrieved August 19, 2014 from
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2014/04/18/will-epa-water-grab-tip-us-back-into-recession/.

coalbuzz
facebook.com/AmericanCoal

twitter.com/AmericanCoal

THE HIDDEN “PERSUADERS” OF THE
ENVIRONMENTALIST ELITE
Left-wing billionaires direct and control the environmentalist movement – and
your lives.
America’s Big Green environmental agenda is set by elite foundations that
decide which activists get the money.
		

– coalblog.org

ANOTHER LOOK: SOLAR ENERGY’S IMPACT ON BIRDS
linkedin.com/company/
american-coal-council

americancoalcouncil.org

Marlo Lewis from the Competitive Enterprise Institute describes a recent drive
past the Ivanpah Solar Generation facility. The short version of his post is that
solar is still far more expensive than other forms of energy and has its own list of
environmental impacts that it must begin to address before it can even begin to
claim that it can compete with coal, gas, nuclear or other energy sources.
		

– coalblog.org

GREENPEACE CAMPAIGNS AGAINST
LEGO AND HUMANITY
coalblog.org

acclive.com

For those who might have missed it, the folks at Greenpeace have taken up arms
against Lego. Yes, Lego, the much loved children’s toy.
… People running Greenpeace must be confused – or dishonest hypocrites. I am
arguing the later … because they know full well that Lego’s products are made
of plastic, a petroleum derivative. Greenpeace pays lip service to loving a children’s toy manufacturer and to caring about our children inheriting the Earth,
because it doesn’t want to reveal its true goal: preserving the planet as an end in
itself, not for any human use.
		

– coalblog.org

SOMETHING TO DO

SOMETHING TO READ

SOMETHING TO REMEMBER

Coal Trading Conference
Dec. 8-9, 2014
Marriott Marquis,
New York City, N.Y.

Smaller Faster
Lighter Denser
Cheaper: How
Innovation Keeps
Proving the
Catastrophists
Wrong
By: Robert Bryce

“The best way to protect the environment is to get richer. Wealthy
countries can afford to protect the environment. Poor ones generally can’t.”
– Smaller Faster Lighter Denser
Cheaper: How Innovation Keeps
Proving the Catastrophists
Wrong, Robert Bryce, 2014

Spring Coal Forum
March 3-5, 2015
Sandpearl Resort,
Clearwater Beach, FL
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Norwest is a leading international mining, energy, and
environmental consultancy. From initial exploration through
mine closure, our experience-based approach assists
clients in meeting their objectives and achieving worldclass standards. Norwest’s service offerings include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Geotechnical Engineering
Mine and Facilities Engineering
Water Resource Assessments
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Management Consulting
USA
801-539-0044
Salt Lake City, Utah
Denver, Colorado
Charleston, West Virginia
Grand Junction, Colorado
Trinidad, Colorado

CANADA
403-237-7763
Calgary, Alberta
Vancouver, British Columbia
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
INTERNATIONAL
Kolkata, India

EXPLORE the depths of our experience.
www.norwestcorp.com

46226 National Road
St. Clairsville, Ohio 43950
(740) 338-3100
info@coalsource.com
sales@coalsource.com

“We are proud to provide
high-quality, affordable coal
supplies to our electric
utility customers.”
Robert E. Murray

Chairman, President, and
Chief Executive Officer
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Our Companies include:
American Energy Corporation
The American Coal Sales Company
Murray American Energy, Inc.
The American Coal Company
The Ohio Valley Coal Company
UtahAmerican Energy, Inc.
KenAmerican Resources, Inc.
OhioAmerican Energy, Incorporated
The Ohio County Coal Company
The Marshall County Coal Company
The Monongalia County Coal Company
The Marion County Coal Company
The Harrison County Coal Company
Murray Keystone Processing, Inc.
Empire Dock, Inc.
Murray American Transportation, Inc.
Murray American River Towing, Inc.

from the president
Danny Gray, P.E., ACC 2014 President
and Executive Vice President,
Charah, Inc.

What Difference Does Our
Advocacy Effort Make?
The American Coal Council
(ACC) stays active on a variety of
fronts, working hard to educate the
public, media, government and others about the value of coal to our
nation’s energy supply. We partner with other like-minded organizations to explain the importance
of reliable and affordable electricity that coal provides and the
800,000-plus direct and indirect
jobs provided by coal, the billions
in taxes and royalties paid by our

industry that are used to support
education, infrastructure projects
and other important government
functions. We also work to reverse
the error and misrepresentation of
extreme anti-coal groups and provide reasoned input into an increasingly extreme regulatory process.
Coal works for America and we, at
ACC, work for coal.
This work is essential, as many
elected officials, regulators and those
in the general public don’t appear

to have access to the basic facts
about coal. The most recent rounds
of Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) regulation are an indication of
this reality as numerous industry, policy and economic experts are against
the proposed regulations and clearly
state that their costs will far outweigh
their claimed benefits. Additionally,
the EPA’s new source performance
standards for greenhouse gas emissions from coal-fueled plants actually
mandate carbon capture and storage

VINOGRADOV ILLYA/SHUTTERSTOCK

It’s not surprising that coal use
continues to grow, as it is one
of the world’s most – if not the
most – affordable energy options.
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Energy Association report that coal
provides over 40 percent of the
world’s electricity and that global
coal consumption grew by 60 percent (four percent annually) from
2000 to 2012. Looking forward, coal
consumption is predicted to rise at
an average rate of 1.3 percent annually, growing “from 147 quadrillion Btu in 2010 to 180 quadrillion
Btu in 2020 and 220 quadrillion Btu
in 2040.”2

Clean coal technologies
make coal cleaner,
more efficient
SOURCE: EIA, 2014 – WORLD COAL CONSUMPTION BY REGION 1980-2040

(CCS) technologies, despite the fact
that they are not yet technically or
economically capable of being commercially deployed. To address these
and many other issues, the ACC has
submitted verbal and written comments to the EPA and has spoken to
elected officials and the media, trying
to set the record straight.
While our industry has experienced setbacks, there are many
reasons to believe that our advocacy efforts are having an impact on
public opinions and the views of
elected officials. I’ll discuss three
main reasons in this message. First,
coal use continues to grow. Second,
clean coal technologies have made
coal-fueled energy much more efficient and have led to massive
reductions in the emissions associated with the use of coal possible.
Third, a growing list of organizations is joining with the ACC and
pro-coal groups to openly advocate
for the continued (or increased) use
of coal.
12
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Coal use is growing
around the world
The media and environmental industry made much of the downturn
in the use of coal in 2012. However,
coal’s return to most of the markets
in which it had declined was not
quite so well reported. According to
industry sources, coal experienced
a large upswing in use in early 2014
and its use across the planet continues to grow rapidly. U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA) reports predict that coal production
in the U.S. will grow from 20.6 quadrillion Btu in 2012 to 22.6 quadrillion Btu in 2040.1 While growth is
constrained by extreme regulation
and continuing pressure from natural gas, the American coal industry
is (once again) expected to remain
viable and strong through the next
several decades. Additionally, demand for coal-fueled energy around
the world is expected to continue to
grow rapidly as well. Both the World
Coal Association and International

It’s not surprising that coal use continues to grow, as it is one of the
world’s most – if not the most – affordable energy options. It is also widely distributed around the
planet, easy to access and its use
to provide energy is very well understood. Furthermore, improved
technologies are making coal a far
cleaner and far more efficient energy resource.
An October 2013 Energy Ventures
Analysis (EVA) report estimated
that by 2012, the U.S. power industry had invested over $110 billion
in emissions controls on operating
coal-fueled power plants.3 Not surprisingly, those investments are paying off. The coal industry has seen
an approximately 90 percent reduction in emissions of nitrogen oxides,
sulfur dioxide and particulate matter
per kilowatt-hour of electricity produced since 1970. As we have said
in previous media reports, if any other industry had managed to reduce
its emissions by 90 percent, government, the media and green groups
would be doing cartwheels in the
streets.

Many people and groups recognize the fact that
coal-fueled electricity supports much of this
nation’s economic and industrial well-being.
Clean Coal Technologies Improve Air Quality

SOURCE: USDA 2013, EIA 2013

Of course our industry has no plans
to rest on its laurels. The EVA study
noted above also notes that, by 2016,
the coal industry will invest a further
$35 billion in emissions reduction
technologies, meaning further emissions reductions and more efficient
energy production will be the norm
for our industry.

Support for coal
continues to grow
As the industry continues to invest in efficiency improvements and
emissions reductions, and also continues to provide hundreds of thousands of jobs, support for the use of
coal continues to grow rapidly and on
a variety of fronts. Many people and

groups recognize the fact that coalfueled electricity supports much of
this nation’s economic and industrial
well-being. A diverse list of supporters from the political right and left,
energy sectors, mining, manufacturing, labor unions, transportation,
agriculture, chambers of commerce,
construction, the marine sector, textiles and others have openly recognized the importance of domestic
energy production and ensuring that
greenhouse gas regulations do not
harm the American economy.4
Formation of groups supporting a
true “all of the above” energy policy,
such as the Partnership for a Better
Energy Future, CoalBlue and Friends
of Coal, speak loudly to the growing

support that coal is receiving as an
essential energy source. The continued activities of the ACC, along with
other partners, like the Women’s
Mining Coalition, National Mining
Association, American Coalition
for Clean Coal Electricity, Coal
Trading Association, American Coal
Ash Association, Coal Utilization
Research Council, Underground
Coal Gasification Association, Rocky
Mountain Coal Mining Institute and
others, indicate strong, continued
support for coal as well.
Our involvement with many likeminded organizations and the
growing move to support coal and
coal-fueled electricity demonstrates
that our industry’s efforts are paying off. While it can be frustrating to
repeatedly address and debunk the
misrepresentations and confusion
promoted by the anti-coal special interest groups, the provision of affordable, abundant, reliable and clean
electricity is too valuable a goal to
give up. We will continue to work for
coal to ensure coal continues to work
for America.
Please be sure to join us in our work
to educate and advocate for coal as
one of our most abundant, affordable
and reliable energy resources. u

References
1.

Energy Information Administration. Retrieved August 18, 2014 from http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/MT_coal.cfm?src=Coal-b5
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fast facts
Green industry claim about coal ash

FAST FACTS
ABOUT COAL

American coal plants produce over 100 million tons of “coal ash pollution” every year. Coal ash is the leftover after combustion, which
contains many toxic chemicals and heavy metals like mercury, lead, selenium and arsenic. The millions of tons of coal ash
that are produced every year are typically deposited in open
pits where, over time, those toxic heavy metals can leach
into groundwater supplies. If coal ash isn’t left in those
ponds, it is re-used in building products, like concrete
and wallboard, where it can break down, exposing
people to these dangerous chemicals.

Coal ash reality:
Coal ash is, chemically, very similar to the dirt in
your back yard. So, is your back yard “toxic”?
Research has shown that, while coal combustion residuals (CCR), like coal ash, do contain
trace amounts of heavy metals, so does the dirt
We’re producing these Fast Facts resources to
in your back yard. More so, it’s found to contain
help you help your friends, family, associates,
about the same amounts. The technical way to
etc. better understand the value of coal in their
describe this is:
everyday lives. As we noted in the last issue, they
“With few exceptions constituent concentraare here to provide you that one useful fact or
tions (of heavy metals) in coal ash are below
statistic that demonstrates how coal is a valuable
screening levels for residential soils and are
energy resource, which provides an essential
similar in concentration to background U.S.
supply of affordable, abundant/secure, reliable,
soils.” (American Coal, Issue 2, 2012 pg. 38)
clean electricity.
In fact, after conducting numerous studies, the
When discussing coal with friends, family, or
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) stated in
a stranger on the street, you will often hear
1978, 1993 and 2000 that coal ash did not need to be
talking points that have been created by
regulated as a hazardous waste. In 2006, the EPA stated
the green industry to justify their multithat mercury in coal ash was unlikely to be leached at levmillion dollar smear campaigns. In each
el of environmental concern. (www.coalashfacts.org).
issue we’ll consider a few of their
Furthermore, earlier this year, the EPA “encouraged” the
claims and then clear up the record
beneficial
use (recycling) of coal ash in building products like
with some easy to remember
concrete, grout and wallboard as a valuable means of replacing
facts. In this issue, we’ll provide
and conserving “virgin raw materials.” The EPA’s website goes on
you with a few fast facts
about coal combustion
to state that recycling CCRs “can produce positive environmental,
residuals or coal ash.
economic and performance benefits.”
(EPA, www.epa.gov/osw/conserve/imr/ccps/benfuse.htm) u
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Be sure to match this second edition of
Fast Facts up with the version in the previous
edition of American Coal magazine to bolster
your knowledge about coal.

from the ceo
Betsy Monseu,
Chief Executive Officer,
American Coal Council

Leadership and Energy...
Energy and Leadership
It’s been a busy spring and summer for the staff of the
American Coal Council (ACC). I find it hard to believe that
I’ve been leading the ACC for well over a year now. There
have been many opportunities to engage with our members, leadership of other coal and energy industry associations, elected officials and their staffs, public interest
groups and media. Coal continues to confront an array of
issues, from weak markets to regulatory mandates to political impediments.
The ACC has been increasingly active in the regulatory arena, with particular focus on the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA)’s new carbon emissions rules for
the electric generation sector. Following the EPA’s Clean
Air Act Section 111(b) proposed rule for new fossil plants
issued in January, I testified at the EPA’s Washington, D.C.

public hearing in February. I submitted more extensive
written comments on behalf of the ACC to the EPA in May
addressing the lack of benefits of a unilateral approach by
the U.S. on carbon emissions, the detrimental economic
and jobs impacts of the proposed rule and the rule’s mandate for the use of carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology. A few weeks later in June, the EPA proposed its
existing plant rule under Section 111(d), using an unprecedented “outside-the-fence-line” approach to reducing carbon via ramping up natural gas generation, stabilizing the
nuclear fleet, increasing renewables and decreasing electricity demand through energy efficiency programs. The
contribution of the coal fleet in achieving the state-based
carbon targets is a designated six percent efficiency gain,
which appears to be overly optimistic on the EPA’s part. I

MIKHAIL MISHCHENKO/SHUTTERSTOCK

We simply cannot afford – literally – to proceed down a
path that is so limiting to our energy future in America and
that offers so little in terms of true global leadership.
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testified at the EPA’s Washington, D.C. hearing on the existing plant rule on July 30, asking the EPA to withdraw or
significantly revise this unworkable rule to avoid the economic harm, job loss, heavy administrative burden and
lack of benefits of proceeding. I also suggested a series of
actions for the EPA to take, including holding additional
hearings in coal states, extending the 120-day comment
period by at least 60 days and increasing their engagement with states and with other agencies including the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) and the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).
The ACC has offered Advocacy Alerts to inform and educate stakeholders about opportunities to weigh in with
comments to the EPA. We have encouraged those who
receive our alerts to discuss the critical importance of coal
to continue the successes of the past in providing reliable, affordable electricity for American consumers, businesses and manufacturers. Only by retaining coal in our
generation mix and providing for the ability to build new
coal units can fuel diversity and security, as well as effective and competitive markets be assured. I encourage you
to weigh in with your Congressional representatives and
local elected officials as well.
That the “Clean Power Plan” is so named is frankly a
disservice to our industry. It disregards the remarkable
technological progress that has been made in reducing
coal-fueled power plant emissions by nearly 90 percent
since 1970, while maintaining the twin goals of electricity reliability and affordability for Americans. Both Clean

Air Act Section 111(b) and (d) carbon emissions rules will
inhibit clean coal technology advancement. Furthermore,
they will not meaningfully impact global CO2 levels. How
is that a benefit to the U.S. or to others? Truly, this would
be all pain for no gain. We’ve only to look to Australia,
which offers the most recent carbon case study – and a
compelling one at that. Its carbon tax was repealed in
July with estimates that it had cost the economy $8.5 billion annually and increased electricity costs to families by
over $500 per year.
It’s time to take a step back and engage in a practical, realistic assessment of our energy policy objectives.
We simply cannot afford – literally – to proceed down a
path that is so limiting to our energy future in America
and that offers so little in terms of true global leadership.
If we do, we forego not only the chance to lead on climate
but to lead on global energy solutions that will facilitate
eradicating energy poverty. Coal will be the primary fuel
for global electrification for the same reasons it has supported economic growth and prosperity in the U.S. – it’s
abundant, affordable and reliable. We have the opportunity to exhibit American technology and the innovative
spirit that’s recognized around the world. We have the opportunity to:
• Collaborate globally on energy objectives, including
eradicating energy poverty
• Promote U.S. policy supporting fuel choice and diversity
• Advance U.S. development of cost-effective coal technology – THE critical path to global adoption
That would be energy leadership. u

WEIR

Weir International, Inc.
Mining, Geology and Energy Consultants

Providing mining, geology, geotechnical, operational,
environmental, training
and engineering services
worldwide
Mining, Civil & Geotechnical Engineering
Operational Assessments
Geological Mine Modeling

Due Diligence

• Mining, Civil & GeotechnicalCoal
Engineering
• Operational Assessments
Preparation& Mineral Processing
Property Services
• Geological Mine Modeling Feasibility Studies
• Due Diligence
Health, Safety & Training
• Coal Preparation & Mineral Processing
• Property Services Litigation Support & Expert Witness
Market & Financial Analysis
• Feasibility Studies
• Health, Safety & Training
Environmental Engineering
Workforce Development
• Market & Financial Analysis
• Litigation Support & Expert Witness
• Environmental Engineering
• Workforce Development
C elebr ating

70 Years of Service

1936 - 2006
Serving the Mining, Mineral and Energy Industries
Since 1936

Corporate – Chicago, Illinois
Tel: 630-968-5400
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e-mail: weir@weirintl.com
www.weirintl.com

Clearwater, Florida
Tel: 727-443-5029

Wishing you had
an extra set of eyes?

We’re here to help

At Fuel Tech, we understand the difficulty that coal-burning utilities face to maintain the operating levels needed in the fight to
remain competitive. We offer assistance with interpreting your operational data and provide the additional analysis necessary for
plants to be proactive in today’s energy market. With more than 20 years of experience, we’ve helped many customers optimize
boiler efficiency and improve performance. We’re ready to roll up our sleeves and provide the approach that’s best for you.
Contact us today or visit our website for more information.
Testing Services Include:
•
•
•
•

Slag Inspection
Infrared Camera
High Temperature and Corrosion
Monitoring
HVT Testing

•
•
•
•
•

FEGT Testing
CEGRIT Ash Sampling
Cold End Corrosion Monitoring
High Volume Ash Sampling
Low Light Camera Inspections

•
•
•

SO3 Testing
NH3 Testing
Key Performance Indicator (KPI)
Analysis

27601 Bella Vista Pkwy | Warrenville, IL 60555 | www.ftek.com | 800.666.9688
© 2014 Fuel Tech, Inc. All Rights Reserved

ArounD the WorlD, ArounD the CloCk

We Deliver

Peabody Energy (NYSE: BTU) is the world’s largest private-sector coal company and a global
leader in clean coal solutions.
From mine to rail to port to plants, Peabody delivers value to customers in 25-plus nations on
six continents. Our one-stop sales trading and transportation network operates around the
world, around the clock. Peabody’s more than 7,000 employees daily give of their time, talent
and resources to energize the world... one Btu at a time.

PeabodyEnergy.com
CoalCanDoThat.com

ACC Membership
Has Benefits
The ACC represents the coal industry from the-holein-the-ground to the plug-in-the-wall. Our members
include coal suppliers, coal consumers, coal transportation
companies, coal traders and coal support service firms
operating in the U.S., Canada and South America. The ACC
has over 170 member companies. No other association in
our industry represents as diverse a membership base.

XIAO FANG HU / PHOTOS.COM

Why join the ACC
As a member of the ACC you’ll benefit from premier educational programming,
broad-based, high-level networking, energy advocacy, policy input and enhanced industry
visibility. Along with a suite of ACC events and publications, you’ll also see the benefits of frequent
member communications and business referrals. Additionally, ACC programs, committee memberships
and activities provide opportunities for members to advance their professional skills, keep current
on emerging trends and industry developments, gain experience and make new contacts.

membership coupon
Join more than 170 companies that
recognize the importance of belonging
to an association that serves as the preeminent business voice of the American
coal industry and advocates for coal
as an economic, abundant/secure and
environmentally sound fuel source.

Please send me
membership information!
Name_______________________________________________________________

The American Coal Council (ACC)
is an alliance of coal, utility, trading,
transportation, terminal and coal support
service companies, advocating a nonadversarial, partnering approach to
business.

Title_________________________________________________________________

The ACC facilitates the lawful exchange
of ideas and information regarding the
American coal industry. It serves as an
essential resource for companies that
mine, sell, trade, transport or consume
American coal. The ACC also serves as a
resource for those wishing to expand or
enhance business relationships in North
American and international coal markets.

City_________________________ State_____________Zip____________________

Company____________________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________

Phone________________________ Fax___________________________________
Email________________________________________________________________

Email, Mail or Fax to: American Coal Council – info@americancoalcouncil.org
1101 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W., Suite 600 • Washington, D.C. 20004 • Fax: 202-756-7323
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2014 CHAMPION SPONSORS

George Duggan
Group Vice President,
Coal Marketing
PO Box 961051
Ft. Worth, TX 76131-2830
www.bnsf.com
Phone: 817-867-6253

Chris Smyrniotis
VP Fuel Chem.
Development
27601 Bella Vista Pkwy.
Warrenville, IL 60555
www.ftek.com
Phone: 630-845-4500

Doug Evans
Director Coal
Marketing – Utility
5165 Campus Drive,
Ste. 300
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
Ph: 610-832-1955

Anne Tor
Marketing Associate
One SNL Plz.
Charlottesville, VA 22902
www.snl.com
Phone: 434-951-6911

Rob Hardman
Director Coal Services
600 North 18th St.,
14N-8162
Birmingham, AL 35291
Ph: 205-257-7727

Doug Glass
Vice President and General Manager
– Energy
1400 Douglas St.
Omaha, NE 68179
www.up.com
Phone: 402-544-5678

Marc Rademacher
Vice President Western Operations
4665 Paris St., B-200
Denver, CO 80239-3117
www.us.sgs.com/coal
Phone: 303-373-4772

2014 ADVOCATE SPONSORS

Michael Durham, Ph.D.
President & COO
9135 S. Ridgeline Blvd., Ste. 200
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129
www.adaes.com
Phone: 303-734-1727

Ross Allen
Vice President, Business
Development
1012 14th St. NW Ste. 1500
Washington, D.C. 20005
www.argusmedia.com
202-775-0240

Ann Forte
Product Marketing Manager, Global
Coal and Electricity
10225 Westmoor Dr., Suite 325
Westminster, CO 80021
www.platts.com
Ph: 720-548-5479

Global Coal Sales Group
Don Drabant
President
41 S. High St.
Columbus, OH 43215
Ph: 614-221-0101

Dec. 8 – 9, 2014
Marriott Marquis
New York City, N.Y.
In conjunction with the Coal
Trading Association

Spring Coal Forum
March 3 – 5, 2015
Sandpearl Resort
Clearwater Beach, FL

Please refer to www.americancoalcouncil.org or call 202-756-4540
for additional dates and registration information on our events schedule.
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Coal Trading
Conference

SAVE THE

events

ACC 2014
Board of Directors
PRESIDENT

Vision
Statement
ACC advances the power,
the promise & the pride of
America’s coal industry.

TRANSPORTATION

Danny Gray
Executive Vice President
Charah, Inc (2011–2013)

Donna Cerwonka
Asst. Vice President Utility South Coal
CSX Transportation (2014–2016)

IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT

Doug Evans
Director Coal Marketing Utility
Norfolk Southern Corp. (2012–2014)

Doug Glass
Vice President & General
Manager Energy,
Union Pacific (2010–2014)

Dan Speck
COO
Ambre Energy (2013–2015)
ACC VP of Transportation

COAL SUPPLIERS

Don Drabant
President,
Global Sales Group (2013–2015)
ACC VP of Coal Suppliers

ENERGY TRADERS

Ginny Farrow
Portfolio Director Coal
Commodity & Trans
NRG Energy (2012–2014)

Mike Siebers
Group Executive Sales & Marketing
Peabody Energy (2013–2015)

Mission
Statement
American Coal Council (ACC)
provides relevant educational
programs, market intelligence,
advocacy support and peerto-peer networking forums
to advance members’
commercial and professional
development interests.
ACC represents the collective
interests of the American
coal industry – from the
hole-in-the-ground to the plugin-the-wall – in advocating
for coal as an economic,
abundant and environmentally
sound fuel source.
ACC serves as an essential
resource for industry, policy
makers and public interest
groups. The Association
supports activities and
objectives that advance
coal supply, consumption,
transportation and trading.

B. Scott Spears
President
White Oak Resources, LLC (2014–2016)

COAL CONSUMERS

Rick Boyd
Sr. Manager Fuel Operations
Dominion Generation (2012–2014)
ACC VP Coal Consumers
Robert Hardman, PE
Director Coal Services,
Southern Company (2013–2015)
ACC President-elect 2015
& ACC Treasurer, ACC HR &
Compensation Committee Chair
H. Craig Romer
Director Fuel Supply Operations
Xcel Energy (2014–2016)

Matt Schicke
Managing Director Americas
Coal Trading
Mercuria Energy Trading (2013–2015)
ACC VP of Energy Traders

COAL SUPPORT SERVICES

Pat Akers
Vice President, Surface Mining
Norwest Corporation (2014–2016)
Doug Gagnon
Key Account Manager
Fuel Tech (2012–2014)
ACC VP of Coal Support Services

EXECUTIVE STAFF
Betsy Monseu, CEO
American Coal Council

Michael Shinn
General Manager of
Coal & Oil Procurement
SCANA Corp (2012–2014)

Thank You, Editorial Board
Daniel Checki, Alliant Energy
Carolyn Evans, Norfolk Southern
Trygve Gaalaas, Hawk Consulting
Jason Hayes, American Coal Council
Kirk Landry, Florida Marine Transporters
Beth Sutton, Peabody Energy
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Can’t get replacement valves when you need them from other
manufacturers? Can’t wait ten weeks or more for replacement valves?
Tired of paying high prices for valve replacements? Need a valve now?
Lexair can ship valves to you in about two weeks depending upon
quantity required! We can replace any competitor’s valve on virtually
any brand or type of coal or aggregate car that has been built in the
past forty-five years.

Second Generation Valve Features:
• Main valve element is based on our rugged “sliding shoe” construction – the same trouble-free design that has been used in our railcar
valves for over two decades.
• A sequenced mechanical lock maintains the valve in the “door close” position regardless of outside forces or vibration.
• The locking feature is released only when an electrical or manual signal to shift has been received.
• A visual indicator is operated via the lock mechanism that clearly shows whether the valve is in the “door close” position with the valve element
locked in place or if the valve is in the unlocked or “door open” position.
• Because they are mechanically locked in the “door close” position, the valves may be mounted in any position or orientation - the valve element
does not have to be perpendicular to the rails.
• The units can easily be modiﬁed so that they can be linked to ECP Brake Systems in the future for communication of valve position status.
• The modular design allows the main valve unit to be removed/replaced in minutes without disturbing the electrical connection or plumbing
when repair due to age or service conditions becomes necessary.
• Self closing solenoid cover/junction box can be locked to prevent unauthorized access to manual overrides.
• Our patented “Safety Check” technology (U.S. Patents 7,093,455 and 7,328,661) is available as a “no-charge” option.
• Innovative lock/indicator features latest Lexair, Inc. technology (U.S. Patents 8,038,231 and 8,256,850).

Typical Before Installation Photos

Typical After Installation Photos

Website: www.lexairinc.com E-mail: jjennings@lexairinc.com Ph: 859-255-5001 Fax: 859-255-6656

American Coal Council
Member Companies
ADA-ES, Inc.
Advanced Emissions
Solutions, Inc.
AEP River Operations, LLC
AKJ Industries
Alliance Coal, LLC
Alpha Coal Sales Co., LLC
Alliant Energy
ALSTOM Power Performance
Projects
Ambre Energy NA Inc.
Ameren Corporation
American Coal Ash Association
American Coal Foundation
American Coalition for Clean
Coal Electricity (ACCCE)
American Commercial Lines
American Electric Power
Arch Coal Sales Company, Inc.
Argus Media, Inc.
Arizona Public Service Company
Armstrong Energy, Inc.
ASGCO – Complete Conveyor
Solutions
Associated Terminals LLC
Baker, Donelson, Bearman,
Caldwell & Berkowitz, PC
Biogenic Reagents
Black & Veatch
Blackhawk Mining, LLC
BNSF Railway
Boral Material Technologies LLC
Bowie Resource Partners, LLC
Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC
Canadian National (CN)
Canal Barge Company, Inc.
Cargill, Incorporated
Central Coal Company
Charah, Inc.
Clean Coal Solutions, LLC
Cloud Peak Energy
Coal Association of Canada
Coal Marketing Company
(USA) Inc.
Coal Utilization Research Council
CONSOL
Cook Coal Terminal/AEP
Cooper/Consolidated

Converse and Company, Inc.
Crounse Corporation
Crown Products & Services, Inc.
CSX Transportation
Dayton Power & Light Co.
Dominion Generation
Drummond Company, Inc.
DTE Energy – DTE Electric
Company
Duke Energy
Dynegy
Energy & Mineral Law Society
Enserco – Twin Eagle
Entergy Corporation
Environmental Energy
Services, Inc.
Ernst & Young
Evansville Western Railway, Inc.
Express Marine, Inc.
Faculty of Agriculture,
Annamalai University
Ferrocarril Mexicano
FirstEnergy Generation Corp.
First Union Rail (A Wells
Fargo Company)
Florida Marine Transporters
Foresight Coal Sales, LLC
Forge Group North America
FreightCar America
Fuel Tech, Inc.
Genscape/Institutional Investors
Glencore Ltd.
Global Coal Sales Group, LLC
Global Commerce Forum
Golder Associates Inc.
Great River Energy
Hallador Energy Company
Headwaters Incorporated
Hellerworx, Inc.
Holcim (US) Inc./ Holcim
(Canada) Inc.
Holland & Hart LLP
Ingram Barge Company
Integrity Coal Sales, Inc.
Interlake Steamship Company
John T. Boyd Company
Joy Global, Inc.
Kansas City Southern Railroad

ACC Events:
A Key Industry
Resource

KCBX Terminals Company

Richwood

Kiewit Mining Group, Inc.

River Trading Company, Ltd.

Kinder Morgan Terminals

Robindale Energy Services, Inc.

King’s Mountain Energy, LLC

Rocky Mountain Electrical League

Kirby Ocean Transport Company

RWE Trading Americas Inc.

Koch Carbon, LLC

The Saint Consulting Group

Kopper Glo Mining, LLC

Salt River Project

LGE-KU Services Co.

Sampling Associates International

Luminant Energy

Sandy Creek Energy Station

Marquette Transportation
Company

Savage Services Corporation

Martin Engineering

SCH Terminal Co., Inc.

McGuireWoods LLP
Mercuria Energy Trading, Inc.
Metro Ports
MidAmerican Energy Company
Midwest Industrial Supply, Inc.
MinTech Enterprises LLC
Mitsubishi International
Corporation
Montana Rail Link, Inc.
MRT, a CEMEX Company
Murray Energy Corporation
Neumann Systems Group
NexGen Coal Services, Ltd.
Norfolk Southern Corporation
Norwest Corporation
Novinda Corporation
NRG Energy, Inc.

SCANA Corporation
SGS North America Inc.
Slover & Loftus LLP
SNL Energy
Southern Company
Standard Laboratories, Inc.
Synthetic Materials, LLC
T. Parker Host, Inc.
Tampa Electric Company
TECO Coal Corp.
Trafigura AG
UCG Association
UNC Charlotte
Union Pacific Railroad Company
United Bulk Terminals USA, Inc.
University of Kentucky – Center
for Applied Energy Res.

Nucor Corporation

University of North Dakota, Energy &
Environmental Research Center

Oak Energy, LLC

Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc.

Omaha Public Power District

We Energies

Osho Coal LLC

Westar Energy

Oxford Mining Company, Inc.

West Virginia University
National Research Center
for Coal & Energy

Patriot Coal Corporation
Peabody Energy
Pickands Mather Coal
Company, LLC
Platte River Power Authority
Platts, a Division of the McGrawHill Companies
Power Plant Management
Services, LLC
PPL EnergyPlus, LLC
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Western Research Institute
Westmoreland Coal Company
Westshore Terminals
White Energy Coal North
America, Inc.
White Oak Resources, LLC
Wisconsin Public Service
Corporation
Wood Mackenzie Inc.

Pricelock, Inc.

Wyoming Policy Institute

Public Service Company
of New Mexico

Xcoal Energy & Resources

Xcel Energy

ACC events are widely recognized as
an essential means of maintaining upto-date industry and policy knowledge,
as well as high-level networks. Our
event agendas are packed with timely,
critical marketplace and public policy
issues, detailed operations updates,
cutting edge management techniques,
and – of course – expert speakers.
Attending an ACC event plugs
you into your industry.
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The remoteness of a
market isn’t measured
in miles, it’s measured
in knowledge.

EY’s Global Mining & Metals
network. Managing your
opportunities and investments
ey.com/miningandmetals

tomorrow’s leadership council

Building and Educating Future
Coal Industry Leaders

1. Understanding coal as a means of human development
2. The environmental issues associated with using coal
and how those issues are being addressed
3. The economic value of coal
4. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and environmental industry’s actions against coal
Past projects have included:
2013 – C
 oal 2040: The Future of Coal – Where will coal be
in 25 years?
2012 – C
 oal: The Fuel for America’s Future – A list of the
benefits of coal-fueled electricity, debunking anticoal myths and a path forward for coal
2011 – S
 ocial Media for the Coal Industry – Making social
media work for our industry
2010 – C
 oal Unplugged – Coal is used to produce much
more than electricity
2009 – Coal Fundamentals: An Overview of Coal Supply,
Consumption & Transportation

PRESSMASTER/SHUTTERSTOCK

T

he ACC’s Tomorrow’s Leadership Council
(TLC) program began in 2009 as a means of
helping to bring in, vest and advance new executive talent in the coal industry. Since its inception, the
annual program has “graduated” over 60 executives who
have greatly extended their professional skills and networks throughout the industry.
Participants in TLC have been uniform in their praise of
the program, noting that it was a great educational program that allowed them to build an extensive network of
peers, associates and friends throughout the industry.
TLC provides a meaningful opportunity for up-andcoming executives to enhance their industry knowledge
and networks through projects and activities that
advance industry-wide objectives as well as professional
development goals.
The 2014 TLC project has researched how our
industry can “change the narrative” on coal. As we
wrap up this year’s project, we will put together a
final document that our member companies can use
to address the pressures and challenges facing our
industry. The document will review four key areas
where our industry can work to educate elected officials,
regulators and the general public on the value of using
coal as an energy resource. Those four areas include:

If you’re new to the industry or are early in your coal industry career, you’d be a perfect fit for the ACC’s TLC
program.
If you relish the thought of taking an active role in the
future of your industry, we’d encourage you sign on
for a 12-month commitment. TLC is a close-knit community of more than 60 ACC member company “graduates”
representing the spectrum of the coal industry. As part of
the TLC community, you will have the opportunity to build
your:
• Research and project management skills
• Business and industry experience
• Professional networks and industry contacts
• Leadership skills, through focused training and seminars at key industry events
Get involved and help build your industry. Improve your
knowledge, skills and career prospects. Gain the respect
and recognition of your industry colleagues. u

Sign up for Tomorrow’s
Leadership Council today!
For more information on TLC, please visit the ACC
website (www.americancoalcouncil.org). You may also
contact Jason Hayes, the ACC’s associate director, at
202-756-4540 or jhayes@americancoalcouncil.org.
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webcasts

ACC Webcasts
The ACC’s Coal Q&A Program is a monthly webcast, which provides a forum to address critical issues
affecting the U.S. coal industry – including coal producers, consumers and transporters. Each program
begins with a topic briefing by a leading industry analyst, expert or representative, followed by a moderated Q&A session.
Throughout 2014, our webcast presentations have
covered a wide range of content, including:
• A look at the value of the existing coal fleet to our nation’s energy supply
• The lack of transparency at the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and questionable tactics underpinning their growing list of anti-coal regulations

Calvert City Terminal

• The murky legal waters surrounding international climate agreements
• The implications of the EPA’s greenhouse gas and
ozone regulations on partnerships and energy policy
Looking forward, we plan to hear more on clean coal
technologies in November and have the Tomorrow’s
Leadership Council wrap up the year with their report
on their annual project that considers how our industry
can “Change the Narrative” on coal.
Be sure to check out the ACC website
(www.americancoalcouncil.org) to stay up-to-date on
our conferences and webcasts. u

Bulk material handling solutions

-SCH Services’ flagship coal terminal
-Located at Tennessee River Mile Marker 14.5
-Annual throughput capacity: 12 million tons
-Direct access to six major railroads & three
major rivers
-Capabilities:
-Custom Blending
FRT
-Rail to Barge
CCT
-Rail
to
Rail
NEW
-24/7 Operations
-Continuous Sampling

Four Rivers Terminal

NEW

-Projected to commence operations late 2014
-Located in Paducah, KY at the confluence of
four major rivers & access to multiple railroads
-Rail to barge rapid transfer facility
-Annual throughput capacity: 10 million tons

SCH Ser vices, LLC

www.sch-ces.com
SCH Services, LLC

SCH Services, LLC is a high-energy group of companies, focused on providing efficient and cost-effective coal handling for coal producers,
utilities and other consumers. Combined with our affiliated engineering company, Cornette Engineering Services,
the SCH Services team has over 100 years of experience in materials handling from the coal mine to the power plant bunker.

EPC
E-mail: sales@sch-ces.com
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ENGINEER
PROCURE
CONSTRUCT

SCH Services, LLC is an EPC company

Phone: 270-643-8113/270-643-8101

ACC Committee Updates
The ACC’s Communications Committee provides feedback on strategies and tactics pertaining to association
communications and marketing materials. The committee’s specific functions include:
• Serving as a sounding board for ACC staff regarding
objectives of various ACC communications outlets –
publications (print and electronic), websites and social
media
• Bringing diverse perspectives to bear in reviewing messages and materials for member and public distribution
• Gathering intelligence on what competing organizations or “frenemies” are doing in an effort to help ACC
staff stay abreast of important trends and developments
• Serving as a community antennae – what’s the latest
buzz in the industry, what are folks saying about ACC
and other associations, what questions need to be addressed by ACC staff/board
• Friend-raising by speaking publicly and privately about
ACC’s good work
• Researching target audiences to focus and improve
communications and marketing strategies
• Assisting with development of member surveys
• Providing input on website content, Coalbog content,
magazine and newsletter content
The ACC’s American Coal Editorial Review Board
serves as a sub-committee of the ACC Communications
Committee.

If you are interested in serving on, or recommending
someone for, the Communications Committee, please contact the ACC at 202-756-4540 to discuss this opportunity.

Coal 2.0 Alliance
The ACC’s Coal 2.0 Alliance is focused on advancing the
development and utilization of engineered coal fuels and
coal preparation technologies by enhancing awareness of
their environmental and efficiency performance benefits.
The committee’s specific functions include:
• Promotion of the environmental and efficiency benefits
of engineered coal fuels and coal preparation technologies through various communications and advocacy
channels, including but not limited to:
ººPreparation and placement of industry trade publication and mainstream media articles
ººMeetings with public policymakers
• Agenda participation in the ACC and other industry
conference programs
• Development of new ACC-hosted conference programs, seminar and/or webinars devoted to engineered
coal fuels and coal preparation technology utilization
• Establishment of an information clearinghouse on the
ACC website of relevant reports and studies
• Development of original data and/or reports as deemed
necessary and appropriate
If you are interested in serving on, or recommending
someone for, the Coal 2.0 Alliance, please contact the
ACC at 202-756-4540 to discuss this opportunity. u
RAWPIXEL/SHUTTERSTOCK

ACC Communications Committee
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Enhancing Coal Fleet
Efficiency: Why New
Source Review Matters
Current rules could result in higher national emissions,
continued degradation of production for existing plants

FRANK WASSERFUEHRER /SHUTTERSTOCK

By Janet Gellici, National Coal Council
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spotlight

T

he value of the existing coal fleet in the U.S. is not an abstract
concept. During the extreme cold weather events of January and
February 2014, power demand soared and the increased demand
was met largely by coal. In fact, coal produced 92 percent of the increase in
U.S. electricity generation during the first two months of 2014, relative to
January/February 2013.
In the words of the New York Times, during the Polar Vortex “coal [came] to
the rescue”1, while alternative fuels floundered. Wind produced only 4.7 percent of the nation’s power while solar produced less than 0.2 percent. Nuclear
provided just five percent of the incremental year-over-year generation and
hydroelectric output declined 13 percent. As natural gas supplies faltered and
prices spiked – in some instances to over three times that of coal – gas was diverted from power generation to fuel residential heating needs and some utilities resorted to burning jet fuel or $400-per-barrel oil.
It was during the months of the 2014 Polar Vortex that the National Coal
Council (NCC)i conducted a study for U.S. Secretary of Energy, Ernest Moniz,
assessing the value of the existing fleet. In its studyii, NCC was asked by the
secretary to detail what industry and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)

U.S. Electricity Generation for January & February, 2012–2014

SOURCE DATA: USDOE/EIA ELECTRIC POWER MONTHLY

i.

The National Coal Council (NCC) is a federally chartered advisory group to the
U.S. Secretary of Energy, providing advice and recommendations to the Secretary
on general policy matters relating to coal and the coal industry.

ii. The EIA Annual Energy Outlook – 2014 projects that, based on current regulations, coal’s
contributions to total generation will average 37 percent for the period 2014–2040.
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could do to enhance the capacity,
efficiency and emissions profile of
the current coal generation fleet in
the U.S. using new and advanced
technologies.
The secretary’s study request
proved timely. A significant portion
of the electricity required to make up
for the limitations of gas and other fuels during the Polar Vortex was provided by coal plants – notably, coal
plants slated for closure due to market conditions and increasingly stringent regulatory policies. American
Electric Power (AEP) reported that
nearly 90 percent of the coal capacity the company has scheduled for retirement in mid-2015 was running
during the 2014 winter. For Southern
Company, 75 percent of the coal power plants it plans to close in the near
future were needed to meet customer demand for electricity. In commenting on the 2014 Polar Vortex, Duke
Energy’s CEO, Lynn Good, noted that
“We really counted on [a] combination
of coal and gas and nuclear and pump
storage and hydro, we needed every
bit of it.” Without the coal plants slated to go offline, many regions in the
U.S. would not have met the demand
for power this past winter.

British Thermal Units (Btu)/killowatthour (kWh). In contrast, units currently
scheduled for retirement are larger and
more efficient. At 145 MW, the average
size is 50 percent larger than earlier retirements with an average heat rate of
10,398 Btu/kWh.
At the same time that plans are underway to retire some of our nation’s
most efficient coal power plants, we
are also falling short of replacing our
diverse power sources with new coal
capacity. The EIA projects very few
new coal plants will be built in the U.S.
through 2040.3 The dearth of new coal
plant builds has efficiency repercussions. In 2012, the average coal power
plant efficiency in the U.S. was 33 percent; state-of-the-art plants being built
around the world today can exceed efficiencies of 45 percent.
Maintaining coal’s role in an energy-efficient, diversified electric power
portfolio, therefore, will likely depend
on industry’s ability to continue the
safe and economical operation of

the existing fleet while making the
changes necessary to ensure compliance with new and pending environmental regulations. That will require
committing resources to energy efficiency measures.
Improving thermal efficiency provides two important benefits: the reduction of fuel consumption, which
lowers operating costs, and the reduction of emissions, including CO2
emissions.iii While these benefits provide incentives for utilities to enhance coal plant efficiency, there
are practical limits to what’s feasible economically, technologically and
expediently.
While there is no fixed endpoint for
the useful life of a coal power plant, as
a unit ages, large capital investments
tend to become less attractive due to
the unit’s remaining life. For investments with relatively rapid payback,
which is typical of many efficiency improvements, age is not a major issue.
In fact, a number of technologies and

U.S. Coal-fueled Generating Capacity Additions

The value of enhancing
efficiency at existing
coal plants
The U.S. benefits from having a diverse portfolio of electric power sources. The U.S. Energy Information
Agency (EIA) projects, however, that
at least 54 gigawatts (GW) of coal generation will be forced to close by 2016,
more than one-sixth of the entire fleet
in just two years.2 Units that were retired in 2010 – 12 were relatively small,
with an average size of 97 megawatts (MW) and heat rate of 10,695
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iii. For a given unit and fuel, CO2 emissions are directly proportional to heat rate, with
a small adjustment for CO2 release from systems using limestone FGD.

measures are commercially available
today that are capable of achieving
modest efficiency gains.
The economic feasibility of enhancing coal fleet performance includes capital costs of retrofitting
efficiency technologies and/or investments in operation and maintenance (O&M). It also includes the
potential costs associated with running afoul of regulations – notably
New Source Review (NSR). In evaluating whether to undertake efficiency projects, utilities must take into
consideration the potential costs associated with triggering NSR. In a
June 2014 presentation to the Coal
Utilization Research Council (CURC),
Senator Heidi Heitkamp (D-ND) commented that it would be a “fiduciary
transgression” for utilities to consider power plant improvements without anticipating NSR repercussions.

NSR repercussions
Under the EPA’s NSR program, major new sources and modifications of
existing sources must obtain preconstruction permits that require the application of state-of-the-art pollution
control technology, among other requirements. In a report prepared for the
EPA, the National Research Council
noted, “NSR’s treatment of modifications has been particularly controversial.”4 A physical change at an existing
plant that is not considered “routine
maintenance, repair or replacement”
under the agency’s rules or a change
in method of operation that causes a
significant net increase in emissions
will trigger NSR.
In describing the “perverse EPA interpretation of new source review,”
Castle Light Energy Corporation5 explains NSR by comparing an old coal
power plant to granddad’s 1960 Buick,

which is in good condition and has
been well maintained. One day, you
notice a small leak in the Buick’s radiator and learn from your mechanic that
the radiator needs to be replaced.
Under EPA rules, the radiator replacement would require you to obtain
a permit and, since the replacement
would extend the life of the vehicle
and you’d likely drive it more often,
your repair would result in more (new)
emissions and trigger an NSR claim.
To meet those NSR requirements, in
addition to replacing the radiator you
would need to update the Buick to
meet all of the emissions regulations
required of a brand new car. Obviously,
the cost to do so would probably exceed the car’s value, so you’d likely not
proceed with the radiator replacement
and send the Buick to the scrap yard.
The NSR permitting program unintentionally limits investments in
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efficiency in numerous ways. The
EPA’s interpretation of NSR rules has
been controversial since the late 1990s.
The uncertainty created by the controversial interpretation has worked as
a powerful disincentive for utilities to
undertake projects that might trigger
NSR or conduct research necessary to
develop additional efficiency innovations. Additionally, the requirement for
a modified facility to obtain a permit
before starting any construction activity and to apply the best available control technology (BACT), among other
requirements, serve as a strong economic disincentive to making such
changes at existing power plants. The
very substantial, even prohibitive cost
of NSR creates strong disincentives to
the widespread deployment of technologies and measures to improve
power plant efficiency.
Intuitively, one might think that projects that improve efficiency – such as
those cited in the NCC report – would
not trigger NSR even if they are considered “physical changes” because
they decrease emissions per unit
of power produced. Unfortunately,
that’s not necessarily the case under
NSR because of the way NSR rules

define “emissions increase.” Under
NSR rules, as they’re currently being
enforced by the EPA, projects would
trigger NSR if they result in an increase in emissions of sulfur dioxide
(SO2), nitrogen oxide (NOx), particulate
matter (PM) or greenhouse gas (GHG).
If the unit were used more after the improvement project than before as a result of the changes, it would likely be
considered to result in an NSR emissions increase.
The irony here is that assuming
the overall electricity demand is unchanged, increased use of an efficient
unit would likely lead to a decrease in
the use of another less efficient unit.
The displaced generation from a less
efficient unit could contribute to a decline in regional emissions. As presently interpreted, however, NSR rules
could result in higher national emissions and continued degradation of efficiency within the existing fleet.

1. Coal to the Rescue, but Maybe Not Next Winter, M. Wald, New York Times, March 10, 2014.
2. Reliable & Resilient: The Value of Our Existing Coal Fleet, National Coal Council, May 2014,
http://www.nationalcoalcouncil.org/NEWS/NCCValueExistingCoalFleet.pdf
3. Annual Energy Outlook – 2014er, USDOE/EIA, December 16, 2013.
4. New Source Review for Stationary Sources of Air Pollution, National Research Council, 2006.
5. Castle Light Energy Corp., Oxnard, CA, www.castle-light.com.
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In its May 2014 report to Secretary
Moniz, NCC recommended DOE work
with the EPA to eliminate NSR-related
barriers that disincentivize generators
to pursue efficiency improvements,
which would otherwise reduce emissions, increase capacity and enhance
plant operations.
Coal has been the dominant source
of power generation in the U.S. since
Thomas Edison opened the Pearl Street
Station in Manhattan in 1882. This
dominance is a result of coal’s domestic abundance, accessibility, reliability and low cost compared with other
generation alternatives. With some efficiency and capacity enhancements,
our existing coal assets can serve us
well for many years to come. u
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Direct Hit
Expected impacts
of the EPA’s
Proposed “Clean
Power Plan Rule”
on the American
coal industry
By Jason Hayes, American Coal Council

Clean Power Plan Rule
Amidst a great deal of fanfare and publicity, as well as frightening – but unsubstantiated – claims that “the science
shows that climate change is already posing risks to our health and our economy,” the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) continued with its long-term plan to “cut carbon pollution from power plants.” 1
With the June 2, 2014 release of its “Clean Power Plan Proposed Rule,” the EPA aims to set a national mandate for a
30 percent reduction in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions – from 2012 levels – by 2030. The rule, which was proposed under the auspices of the Clean Air Act, Section 111(d), will require state-specific reduction targets and allow for an “outside-the-fence-line” approach.2 The rule also mandates that existing coal plants increase their efficiency by six percent
over the same time period.
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benefits arising from this rule will “avoid a projected 2,700
to 6,600 premature deaths, 140,000 to 150,000 asthma
attacks in children, 340 to 3,300 heart attacks, 2,700 to
2,800 hospital admissions, and 470,000 to 490,000 missed
school and work days.” 3, 4

IAROSLAV NELIUBOV/SHUTTERSTOCK

Economic benefits

Furthermore, the rule requires existing natural gas
plants increase their capacity factors to 70 percent; nuclear units that are currently under construction must be
completed and utilities must avoid retiring 5.8 percent of
existing nuclear fleet. Renewable sources must increase
their output and energy users must reduce overall energy demand through demand-side efficiency programs.
Comments on the proposed rule must have been submitted to the EPA by Oct. 16, 2014. Please note that as
we were going to press the EPA has extended the
comment deadline to Dec. 1, 2014.
Despite the extended comment deadline, initial reports
note that EPA plans to keep the final implementation
dates for the rule fixed. Therefore, the final rule is expected in June 2015 and state implementation plans (SIPs) are
to be submitted by June 2016 to avoid the imposition of
federal implementation plans (FIPs).
With such an extensive laundry list of demands by the
EPA, it is not surprising that critics across a wide variety of sectors – far more than just the coal industry – have
spoken out against the proposed rule.
This article considers two of the concerns noted by its
critics. First, the EPA claims that the rule will have greater monetary benefits than costs associated with its implementation, including claims that the rule will have
“climate and health benefits worth an estimated $55 to
$93 billion in 2030.” Second, the article will address the
notion that the rule will reduce health and environmental
impacts associated with climate change. The EPA claims
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The EPA claims substantial economic benefits will arise
from the implementation of this rule. As noted above, EPA
documentation claims as much as $93 billion in benefits
from the rule. However, one study of the proposed rule,
Assessing the Impact of Potential New Carbon Regulations
in the United States, issued by the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce’s Institute for 21st Century Energy, predicted serious negative impacts from the forthcoming rule.
Energy Institute CEO, Karen Harbert, noted that the rule
would raise energy prices “significantly” for Americans,
slow economic growth across the nation, cost hundreds
of thousands of jobs and reduce disposable income. At
the same time, Harbert noted that the rule would only cause a “slight reduction in [CO2] emissions,” which
would quickly be overwhelmed by increased CO2 emissions from other countries.5
The Chamber study argued that the costs of this proposed rule “would dwarf the most expensive EPA power sector regulation on the books,” the Mercury and
Air Toxics Standard (MATS). It stated that compliance
costs for the rule would be as high as $28.1 billion annually, job losses would be up to 224,000 per year, and
American gross domestic product (GDP) would decrease by $51 billion to 2030. The cumulative negative
economic impact of the rule could be $859 billion by
2030. Despite these exorbitant costs, the new rule is expected to reduce CO2 emissions by a mere 1.8 percent,
while CO2 emissions around the world are expected to
rise by as much as one third.
The American Coalition for Clean Coal Energy (ACCCE)
also discussed the rule, predicting that, should this rule
go into effect, the administration and the EPA would be
“creating America’s next energy crisis.”6 Their 2014 study,
written by NERA Economic Consulting, which demonstrated a close relationship between the EPA and the
Natural Resource Defense Council (NRDC) and critiqued
the NRDC’s proposal for Section 111(d) of the Clean Air
Act, predicted double digit increases in electricity rates
across 29 states, up to 19 percent increases in natural
gas prices, as well as increased costs to consumers of as

much as $151 billion to 2023. The study also predicted
that the NRDC plan would force the closure of as much as
83 gigawatts (GW) of coal plant closures. When added to
the 76 to 124 GW of retirements resulting from other impending EPA rules, expected coal plant closures could total as much as 40 percent of the current fleet.7
While the NRDC attempts to argue compliance with
GHG reductions at existing plants will result in a net jobs
gain of almost 290,000 and result in no net costs in 2020,
the ACCCE/NERA study predicted over 2.85 million lost
jobs and $13 to $17 billion in additional costs annually.
Amazingly, the NRDC report somehow attempts to argue
that electricity prices will decrease as a result of the new
rule.

Health and environmental impacts
Modeling completed using the EPA-supported Model
for the Assessment of Greenhouse-gas Induced Climate
Change (MAGICC) and assessing a complete adoption of
the EPA’s Clean Power Plan, estimated that the “projected future temperature rise … averted by the proposed
EPA restrictions of [CO2] emissions from existing power plants is less than 0.02 C between now and the end of
the century” (it’s 0.018 C to be exact).8 Furthermore, to
be fair, even those modeled reductions are at best speculative as CO2 emissions are expected to rise precipitously due to increased fossil fuel use in the developing
world, thereby eclipsing any predicted benefits from implementing the plan.
Considering the administration and the EPA’s claimed
health benefits, if they honestly believe that imposition
of new and increasingly strict regulations on coal reduces human mortality and morbidity, increases market opportunities and creates jobs, reasonable people should be
asking why they did not go much further?
The reality is that in numerous discussions about this
rule this administration and the EPA try to conflate addressing CO2 emissions with addressing air pollution.
For example, in his May 31, 2014 weekly address, the
president claimed that by addressing “dangerous carbon pollution,” this rule will also “cut down on … smog,
and soot that threaten the health of the most vulnerable Americans.” He continued by claiming, “In just
the first year that these standards go into effect, up to
100,000 asthma attacks and 2,100 heart attacks will be
avoided.” 9 As noted above, EPA numbers now claim the
Clean Power Plan will allow the avoidance of “2,700 to

6,600 premature deaths and 140,000 to 150,000 asthma
attacks” (among others). This is a transparent attempt
to confuse listeners into believing that CO2 emissions
are somehow linked with asthma and heart disease.
They are not.
A subsequent Chamber of Commerce study provided
a further critique of the EPA’s regulations from 2000 to
2013 by pointing out that “a whopping 97 percent of the
(claimed health and economic) benefits actually were derived from the reduction of a single element – fine particulate matter – that was incidental to the pollutant targeted”
by the various regulations.10, 11 Unable to directly justify
the massive economic and social impacts of their plan,
the EPA has repeatedly relied on the claimed benefits of
re-reducing fine particulate matter, an emission that is already very strictly regulated AND is already “30 percent
below what the EPA claims is needed to protect health
(with a margin of safety).”10, 11
The president and the EPA are both very deftly wordsmithing these issues together under a thick haze of
frightening wording (like “choking our cities” and “poisoning our lakes”). Many listeners will be unaware that
the EPA’s MATS, CSAPR, CAIR, Regional Haze rules are,
together, forcing the expenditures of tens of billions of
dollars targeting conventional air pollutants, while the
proposed 111(b) and 111(d) rules are primarily targeting
CO2. The public is also very likely unaware that primary
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pollutants associated with coal-fueled energy have been
reduced by approximately 90 percent over the period of
1970 – 2012.12
The administration and the EPA have been widely criticized for double counting the alleged benefits of previous
regulations.13 This attempt to, once again, tie reductions in soot (or particulate matter) and smog (caused by,
among other things, nitrogen oxides, particulate matter
and sulfur dioxides) to a greenhouse gas (GHG) regulation is just one more example of double counting.

Conclusion
As economic and energy experts continue to parse the
proposed rules, we are seeing that serious science and
economics simply do not support their implementation.
Several reports have demonstrated that the Clean Power
Plan will impose economic costs up into the hundreds of
billions while destroying hundreds of thousands of jobs
each year. Additionally, studies are also revealing that the
majority of the claimed health benefits for the rule are illusory or imaginary, primarily relying on the further reductions of a pollutant the EPA already admits is below safe
levels across the nation.

To add insult to injury, EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy
clearly stated in her Sept. 18, 2013 testimony before the
House Energy & Commerce Committee, the EPA’s GHG
regulations are not even designed to address health or environmental concerns, or any of the EPA’s 26 climate change
indicators. McCarthy’s own words indicate that we will endure the lost jobs, the increased energy costs, the decreased
energy reliability and restricted energy choices for the sole
purpose of have the U.S. seen as a “leader in the international discussion” on climate change and CO2 reductions.14
And so, with the economic, environmental, epidemiological and social evidence mounting against these
various regulations, the basis for imposing so many additional billions in regulatory cost can increasingly be seen
as not so much science and economics as marketing, ideology and politics. I sincerely hope the realization that we
are “leading the international discussion” on climate will
help keep the hundreds of thousands set to lose their jobs
warm at night. u
Jason Hayes is the associate director of the American
Coal Council (www.americancoalcouncil.org) and editorin-chief of American Coal magazine (www.acclive.com).
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ne of America’s greatest strengths is its robust and inexpensive
electrical grid, which is underpinned by a network of low-cost,
base-load generating, domestically supplied, coal-fueled power
plants. Inexpensive power is the backbone of the country’s economy. In fact,
our power grid is so stable and inexpensive – relative to other industrialized
countries – it has become a victim of its own success and is taken for granted. Implications of regulations to curb greenhouse gases (GHG) do not enter
into the average American’s attention span. Complex tradeoffs regarding economic growth, land use, permitting of nuclear, hydroelectric or other base-load
sources, does not enter popular media or political discourse. However, misinformation is easily spread through the popular media’s attempt to simplify
these tradeoffs. Opponents of economic development and focused anti-coal
activists are adept at using one of our most powerful social forces; a force that
is transforming how we communicate, the political process, dating, social networks and marketing and even sparking revolutions and overthrowing governments. This new force is social media.
There can be confusion over how social media is impacting the wider public discourse regarding lifestyle, resources and economic development. A
low-cost energy grid is an extremely important competitive advantage for
American society, yet there are many well-funded forces working against
it. Through social media, groups are attempting to reduce or eliminate fossil fuel use and development by attacking the mines, power plants, fracking
and transportation networks used to extract and move fuels from production
to consumer. Consumers of those fuels are influenced by social media to act
against the sources and networks of the very energy used to power the new
“information economy.” Industry and concerned citizens can use these same
tools by first understanding the platform and harnessing its power. This article
covers myriad issues, explains the technology, power and weaknesses of social media and data mining as tools that could begin to combat the misinformation and over simplification present in the current public debates regarding
the regulation of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.

The multi-level battlefield
As people become increasingly isolated from the electrical generation sources
they consume, a type of idealism can take hold that believes economic growth
or consumption does not require energy and raw materials or that recycling can
fulfill all demands. This idealism has impact when groups organize to encourage
a particular regulatory path. If one is against coal, a key means of blocking its
use is to continuously raise myriad concerns, whether valid or not, that are pseudo-technical in nature and associated with many overlapping and confusing
tradeoffs. This intellectual “battlefield” has two fronts: a strategic front, where
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industrial development has been vilified, resulting in a large percentage of
the populace supporting hostile, overarching regulation whose impact
cannot be clearly communicated, and
a tactical front, where projects can
be blocked due to perceived technical issues. At the strategic level, hostility toward development may take
the form of laws or regulations, such
as classifying CO2 as a pollutant or
blocking strategically important infrastructure projects, such as pipelines.
At the tactical level, projects can be
blocked by continuously raising fears,
doubts and technical/social concerns
at all stages of the permitting process.
Action is needed at both the strategic and tactical levels and social
media can play a vital role. The strategic level can follow the patterns
of a political campaign and very often would need to act in this fashion,
supporting a candidate or pressuring
an elected representative to support
a particular path. The tactical level
must be used to educate the public
and combat specific technical misinformation. Sometimes the strategic path has a direct impact on the
tactical level, for example, when permits are legally and technically valid,
projects can still be blocked or cancelled through sufficiently violent
or loud social action. For example,
nearly every newly proposed mine
or mine expansion has seen a dramatic rise in the effectiveness of organized opposition to new projects.
The opponents are motivated by a
general dislike for industrial development and work toward delaying or
denying permits. These groups can
be tech-savvy, active in their opposition and integrated into a tight network. Proponents of development are
more often isolated, inactive and not
42
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yet familiar with the full power of social media.

The power of social media
Social media is a rising force in both
developed and developing countries.
Some interesting statistics for this
platform include:
• In the wake of stalled domestic
legislation to cap GHG, climate
change activists have identified
social media as one of the most
effective tools to create seeming
“grassroots” efforts in support of
their cause, such as pressuring
Facebook to only use green energy
or block the Keystone XL pipeline1
• Brands that have taken decades
to build can be easily marred by
a single individual with a Twitter
account2
• 25 percent of search results for the
world’s top brands are links to user-generated content3
• 90 percent of consumers trust peer
reviews4
• Only 14 percent of consumers trust
advertisements5
• 93 percent of marketers use social
media for their business6
The above statistics are simply a
result of social media’s ability to effectively and easily communicate
and create social networks of people.
A key trend that is most important to
the permitting process is the overreliance on a peer network’s opinions (consumer peer reviews) over
scientifically vetted and detailed explanations of facts. In the case of
applications of environmental permits, engineering firms must use accepted engineering practice when
undertaking an impact study or analysis. However, opposition groups are
not bound by engineering ethics or
factual representation. Therefore,

by extending this logic, an engineer
with years of education and decades
of experience has less credibility
than a friended peer who “dislikes”
a particular project. Should a company applying for a permit be found
falsifying or embellishing an impact
study, the permit would be revoked,
yet there are no consequences when
opposition opinions or misinformation is found to be false. Traditional
news media cannot be counted upon to inform the public since journalists are increasingly reporting on
concerns that are being expressed in
social media, not on the truth or validity of those concerns.
Social media makes it easy to build
a network that includes people of a
similar mindset and then expand
that network through peer networks.
This can become a deliberate strategy because social media is about:
• Listening first, communicating
second
• Understanding stakeholders and
their networks
• Analyzing the experiences of peers
(i.e. traditionally seen as “competitors”) and the activities of the
opposition, now likely the most impactful competitor
The value of social media is derived from the users, not the content.
It provides a two-way conversation,
which is fractured and acts as a platform to host a discussion.
Social media encompasses the
tools used to communicate and includes many analytical tools to help
visualize, analyze and derive conclusions from extremely large and
growing data sets. This area of data
analysis has its origins in data warehousing and business intelligence
(DW/BI) and provides an enabling
technology, which helps clean and

prepare large social media data sets
for easy analysis by users and the application of more complex analytics,
often referred to as data mining.
Companies that produce consumer goods, brand retailers and even
political parties are extremely adept
at using social media to communicate with a wider public. This public or consumer-focus is not a core
concentration of most heavy industry companies, such as mining or
utilities. Their level of sophistication
in communication is not typically at
the same level as consumer-centric
sectors of the economy. In the mining industry, social media is either
used to a limited extent as an outward, public-relations style communication tool or not used at all. If
used to its full potential, the platform
can act as a listening, characterization, engagement and feedback tool,

creating a network of supporters that
can blunt misinformation and potentially impact the political and regulatory process.
Social media cannot be treated as a
traditional public relations exercise.
The time, expense and inflexibility of
focus groups, formal interview-based
surveys, wordsmithing a communique or campaign or the legal
department’s usual vetting of communications cannot keep pace with
social media. The value of social media is in building and engaging with
a network of supporters, the information behind the content, the ability to
link and visualize content and users’
interconnections.

Social media analytics
Social media users often focus on the
content, what is said in a particular
blog, shown on a YouTube video or

the latest tweet. However, the value of social media is also derived
from the analytics behind the content; how many people have viewed,
liked, followed, re-tweeted and commented on the content. Traditional
media outlets now host a platform
for communication through a comment forum, where a vibrant, frustrating, often rude and thoroughly
insightful conversation can occur.
A great deal of information can also
be learned when you host your own
Facebook page, Twitter account or
YouTube channel, especially if users
and friends follow or subscribe. Each
of these social media tools have their
own analytics, which are intended to
be used to build followers, measure
success and monitor comments.
Basic network traffic platforms, such
as Google Analytics, allow one to
track useful information, whether
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Figure 1. Word cloud of President Obama’s speech
on climate change at Georgetown University

it is the number of user visits, what
they are reading or even where they
live. Furthermore, software called
Application Interfaces (APIs) are
made available for software developers allowing extraction of user
and online interactions into databases for further analysis. Since social
media depends on online advertisement revenue, companies are continuously incentivized to provide as
much information as possible, usually for free, so that companies are encouraged to buy advertising space.
This space has matured, leading to
services called brand management
or protection. This is where basic
scraping tools collect copies of standard online sources such as tweets,
news articles and blogs, where particular keywords are mentioned,
whereupon reports and analyses can
be undertaken.
There are many interesting online tools to help visualize various elements of online engagement. For
example, Figure 1 is a Wordle of
President Obama’s 2013 Georgetown
speech on climate change in a word
cloud, which represents a large
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Figure 2. Screen capture of an animation showing the
Twittersphere reacting to a Marcellus Shale court decision

number of words into a single visual
representation.7
Alternatively, Figure 2 shows
Twitter
activity
(tweets
and
retweets), as part of an animation
over a brief time period during an
announcement of a court settlement during a Marcellus Shale case,
sparking a huge number of Twitter
communications. The links between
the nodes represent followers and
retweet events, while the thickness
of the lines represents more communications between the nodes (people). Further filtering for sentiment,
one can find the network of shale
supporters and those disappointed
with the court case (which was in favor of Marcellus development).

Action
Companies can no longer solely rely
on good engineering, corporate social responsibility and a good relationship with elected officials to get
permits or reasonable regulation.
Keeping silent in the face of misinformation and absurd accusations is
no longer an option since misinformation, repeated regularly through

social media, becomes the truth in
the eyes of the public. Groups actively encourage the use of their core
followers’ social media networks to
disseminate information, where the
primary suggestion of “how can you
help?” is “by spreading the word to
your networks on sites like Facebook
and Twitter, you can make more people aware …”
Companies cannot realistically divert resources to address each and
every misrepresentation or technically incorrect comment. Using internal
public relations or a contracted firm
to draft and issue public statements
on the same pace and scale as the
opposition activity in social media
is also not feasible. Companies and
support institutions must leverage
the power of social media to create a
network of proponents and empower
them with easy access to facts and
use the platform as an alert system
when misinformation is detected. A
proactive social media strategy will
analyze risks, evaluate trends and
provide a learning space from the experience of peers. Opposition groups
frequently share tactics, information,

networks of supporters, proponents
of development must learn to do the
same.

Building a network
The first step in leveraging the power of social media is to build a network of supporters. In order to do
this, one must have a visible, high
quality and active presence online
in any social media medium available. Traditional PR may help create
quality content but one must consider the unique aspect of this technology. There are best practices and
techniques in web and content design available to enable one to better
track how people use the social media platform, what content is most
popular and how people can connect and track when new content
has been uploaded. For example, if a
company would like to communicate
technical information, they might be
tempted to simply make a PDF of the
hard-copy handout and post it online for people to download. The issue with this approach is that the
company cannot track to see what
part of the book (environmental concerns) people are most interested in
or if that information is forwarded
and shared to anyone else. By making information easily sharable and
accessible on a distinct web page,
you can track the popularity of certain content and the number of visitors to the main page.

can begin with their own employees
and expand through their employees’
networks. For those that remain apprehensive, companies may provide
simple training to those not already
connected to social media, introducing them to how to use the platform
and addressing any privacy concerns.
A more concerted effort must be made
to link across industry peers and their
different traditional advocate groups.
Specifically, groups should share their
supporters to broaden the network.
Consider the combined network of
followers of like-minded groups such
as the National Coal Transportation
Association (NCTA), National Mining
Association (NMA), mining companies and their vendors, Society of
Mining Engineers (SME), Friends of
Coal, American Coal Council (ACC)
and the Rocky Mountain Coal Mining
Institute. These groups have a shared
interest and a common “competitor.”

forms, such as organizing virtual or
physical rallies, dispelling misinformation being spread online or engaging in contemporary political
activism. There are best practices
for each, but few activities are more
important than dispelling misinformation. A particular policy’s greatest
asset could be a network of supporters that:
• Have easily communicated facts
• Have a back-up history of the appropriate response to misinformation tactics
• Have an alert system of impactful
media where supporters are made
aware of a source of misinformation
• Have knowledge of third-party educational tools, such as slideshare
or online courses, that the public can access to learn more about
technical elements
• Are engaged and networked with
other peer networks

Empowering the network

Staying silent is no longer an option. Allowing opponents to be the
primary source of organized networked communication in the social

The only reason for investing in
building a network is to empower
it to act. Action can come in many

Growing the network
The second step in building a network
is building a community of followers. Engaging through social media
is extremely easy and there are many online “best practice” guides to
help organizations increase followers and expand networks. Companies
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media space will result in hard-todislodge public misperception.
The need to dispel misinformation
is one of the most important elements
for economic development due to the
vulnerability that most large-scale
projects have during the permitting
process, at a tactical level, and how
seemingly detached and distant regulations can have far-reaching impacts on the economy or an entire
industrial sector, at a strategic level.
There are common best practices for
building and using social media networks that institutional organizations
should, and perhaps already, use.

Being proactive:
Risk analysis
Reacting to misinformation is a necessity in today’s permitting processes or
public regulatory debates, but one can
also be proactive. Opposition groups
are well integrated and use the same
strategies and identical arguments
against economic growth. Tracking
and analyzing tactics that opposition

groups use against peer regulations
or projects would help prepare a company pursuing a particular regulator
regime or permit. With its inherent intrusive “update/posting/status” alert
nature, social media can be leveraged
to automatically alert supporters to
needed actions.

Refinement: Engagement
and measuring feedback
A key advantage of social media is
the ability to immediately measure
the impact of engagement. Since
online activity can be tracked, companies or organizations can learn
the impact of their engagement efforts by tracking hits, likes, forwards
and recommendations, which is a
distinct advantage over old media.
Table 1 provides comparisons between old and new media.

Conclusions: Start now
There is ample colloquial evidence that social media networks
create loyalty, trust, passion and

Table 1. Old vs. New Media

Print, Radio, TV etc.

New Media

Slow to respond

Fast detection and response

Can’t measure impact

Can directly measure impact

Expensive

Very inexpensive

Limited reach

A multiplier, since it directly connects a
network and the people in other networks
but that share common nodes

More talking, listening

Listen and react in the same medium
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engagement. This is why social media companies, with few real assets,
are valued so highly by investors;
marketers understand that these
networks are effective. This article
only touches on a few of the many
nuances and technologies available
in the social media space. Building
an effective social media strategy
and integrated network that is connected to peer networks is a necessity for any company involved in
the permitting process or institution involved in political advocacy.
Ignoring online communities is no
longer an option because there have
been rapid and fundamental changes in how communities engage.
Following laws, regulations, engineering and corporate social responsibility best practice is not enough
to avoid excessive delays or denials of permits or destructive regulations. Truth is now inconsequential
and only perception has true impact.
Social media is complex and often
frustrating, but the platform must
be leveraged to provide a balance to
public discourse. Start now, before it
is too late. u
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SpeculationBased
Regulation
is Wrong
Benefit claims from
CO2 reduction are
not supportable
By David Wojick, Ph.D.

ISEBYI/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

T

he Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)’s
proposed regulation of power plant carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions is based on an elaborate
computation called the Social Cost of Carbon or SCC. It uses a series of long-range climate and economic computer
models to supposedly estimate the future damages caused
by today’s emissions.
According to the SCC computer modeling, these future
damages are very great, stupendous even, amounting to
several percent of global economic output every year for
several centuries. The EPA then claims that the supposed
primary benefits from reducing CO2 emissions from coal-fueled power plants is that some of these huge damages will
not occur. They also claim many secondary health benefits
from the reduction of non-CO2 emissions.
As explained below, beginning with the SCC modeling,
these great claims cannot be justified. That they can be
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made at all indicates that something is very wrong with the
federal rule-making process.
To begin with, there is a large amount of critical literature
on SCC. In simplest terms, the consensus is that SCC is a
group of assumptions; many extreme or high end, strung together to arrive at a big number. The scientific literature on
SCC shows a huge amount of uncertainty in these assumptions. Uncertainty cannot justify new rules and regulation
should not be based on speculation, which is all that SCC is.
Here are some of the reasons why SCC is preposterous:
1. SCC ignores the scientific debate. That there will be any
adverse impacts from CO2 emissions has yet to be established. SCC uses advocacy models that assume a huge
amount of human-induced warming and damage there
from. These models are called Integrated Assessment
Models or IAMs. SCC uses three IAMS, labeled DICE, FUND
and PAGE.1 They begin with a forecasted future human CO2

feature
emission scenario, which they use to forecast future atmospheric CO2 levels. Given these CO2 levels, the IAMs then
forecast future global warming, from which they then forecast various sorts of damages, which are then monetized,
typically as a fraction of global GDP. These damages are
aggregated and then discounted back to the present to get the present value of the future damages forecast to be caused by a ton of CO2 emitted
today. This is speculation disguised as science.
Speculation is no basis for regulation.
2. SCC goes out 300 years to get its assumed damages.2 We have no idea
what the world is going to be like
100 years from now, much less
200 or 300. Imagine someone
in 1700 wanting people to
stop doing something important based on what they
predicted would happen in
2000. That is where we are
with SCC.
3. SCC is extremely sensitive to extreme assumptions.
Plausible assumptions find a
90 percent lower value, or even
close to zero. Kevin Dayaratna and David Kreutzer
at The Heritage Foundation ran the DICE IAM with different assumptions and got much lower damage values.3
Some models even show increasing CO2 levels to be beneficial but SCC ignores them.
4. In addition to a lot of warming, SCC also includes catastrophic changes. One model assumes these are 10 percent likely.4 This is pure speculation, a computer game at
best. Other models show modest warming, which may well
be beneficial, but they are ignored. The IPCC says that the
sensitivity of the climate system to increased CO2 levels is
highly uncertain. In its latest report, (AR5) suggests a range
of values for a doubling of CO2 of from 1.5 to 4.5 degrees.
The SCC IAMs use a value near the high end of this range,
ignoring the lower values. Warming near the low end of 1.5
degrees is considered to be not dangerous, hence probably
not damaging. Moreover, recent studies suggest that the
actual value may be even lower than this.5
5. The bogus SCC damage estimate was adjusted upward
by about 50 percent between 2009 and 2013, just prior to
the EPA’s rule making.6 It could just as easily have been adjusted 50% downward as SCC is a postulate not an estimate. This appears to be a case of “pick your assumptions
to get a predetermined answer.”
6. SCC claims to know the dollar damages over the next 300
years of every single ton of CO2 emitted today. According to
SCC, a medium-sized, coal-fueled power plant will do over

$10 billion worth of future damage over its lifetime. This is
absurd. (Note that a gas-fired plant will still do over $6 billion
worth of damages, according to SCC.)
The literature on SCC makes it clear that the future damages of today’s CO2 emissions are not only unknown, they
may not even exist. Arbitrary assumptions can produce any
number one wants and SCC appears to have been designed
to generate big bad numbers. This is wrong and regulations
should not be based on it.
Thus, the so-called SCC is pure speculation disguised as
regulatory science. What SCC does, however, is to make
clear the incredibly vague nature of the supposed climate
change threat. Fortunately, the rules for proposed regulations require a specific analysis of costs and benefits, which
is called a regulatory impact analysis. Unfortunately, the regulators chose assumptions under these rules to produce the
extreme SCC numbers. EPA’s reliance on SCC only serves
to underscore the questionable foundations for their greenhouse gas (GHG) regulations.

Non-CO2 emission benefit
claims by the EPA also fail
The EPA also relies on many speculative health benefit claims in its justifications for the proposed CO2 control
rules. These supposed benefits are not due to the proposed
CO2 reductions per se. Rather, they are due to an assumption that all emissions from coal-fueled power will be greatly reduced. There are serious problems with this regulatory
approach.
To begin with, the non-CO2 emissions in question are already heavily regulated. If there are actually benefits to be
gained by reducing them, then that should be done under
existing regulatory programs. Regulating one emission in
order to reduce others makes no sense, so the latter cannot
justify the former.
Also, it is far from clear that these other emissions will be
reduced in the manner assumed. After all the proposed CO2
control regulations do not make that a requirement. It is,
once again, merely a speculation.
For example, sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions are regulated under a cap-and-trade system. If one power plant reduces its SO2 emissions to meet the CO2 reduction rules,
say by switching to gas, another plant can simply emit that
much more. The SO2 cap is not reduced by the proposed
CO2 regs.
Note, too, that the EPA itself based its CO2 control regs
for new coal-fueled power plants on the assumption that
they will use carbon capture and storage technology or
CCS. If CCS is used to meet the proposed CO2 rules then
the amount of coal burned might go up, not down. CCS uses a lot of energy, so more generation will be needed just to
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meet present demand. Thus, the EPA appears to assume
one thing for one CO2 control regulation and the opposite for
a parallel regulation. This is hypocritical at best.

We need new controls to
prevent overregulation
In summary, the EPA is basing its proposed GHG regulations on unsupportable speculation. It should not be able to
do that, but the internal controls that are supposed to prevent this kind of overregulation seem to have broken down.
Clearly, new controls are in order. Federal agencies should
not be able to impose monster regulations based on assumption-laden computer models that claim to predict 300
years into the future.
Note that the SCC is a government-wide initiative: these
numbers are being used by all of the federal agencies, not
just the EPA. For example, a federal judge recently ruled
that SCC must be considered in any environmental impact
analysis that has CO2 emission implications. This is a staggering requirement.
Moreover, the case in question is the development of a
coal mine on federal lands, where the issue is not the CO2
produced in mining the coal, but rather in burning it to
generate electricity. This is a tremendous expansion of the
scope of environmental impact, one that looks at the entire
energy system of the country.

The question we should ask is, how can we restore some
semblance of rational rule making at the federal level? Most
of the laws and executive orders designed to control rule
making are several decades old. These laws need to be revised or new controls created to deal with what appears to
be a trend of increasingly biased evaluations. At the very
least, the SCC issue reveals that regulation cannot be based
solely on arbitrary computer modeling. u
David Wojick is an independent analyst of
complex issues and federal regulations.
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King Coal’s Obituary:
Hold Off Writing That
for 168 Years (At Least)
An industry in transition, coal holds steady
while aiming to remain profitable

mona redshinestudio/shutterstock

By Jane Genova

“King Coal is dead.”
That meme has been resonating in media headlines,
environmental progress reports and university student
agendas. But, like the “Population Bomb” movement of
the 1960s, this prediction will go down in history as a
well-meaning cause that ignores data, technology and,
most of all, myriad uncertainties. In addition, its duration
could turn out to be brief – more fad than trend.
Those pushing for the end of coal frame it as the fossil fuel with too large a carbon footprint. They feel victorious because of President Obama’s “war on coal,”
championed in liberal media. Its core is the proposal by
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to reduce
the amount of electricity generated by coal to 30 percent
or less by 2020.
What the anti-coal movement is missing is that it is a
proposal, not a done deed and it takes a lot of coal to produce 30 percent of America’s electricity. The reality is
that coal will remain a major part of the U.S. energy mix.
Incidentally, the U.S. Energy Information Administration
(EIA) projects coal consumption will rise 4.6 percent this
year, compared to 2013.
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Also, the proposal may go kaput. Litigation is a standard tactic to block or significantly delay such initiatives.
In June, Murray Energy, a large private coal company,
filed a lawsuit against the EPA. It contends the provisions
of the proposal are illegal. Because it’s not a public company accountable to shareholders, Murray can invest as
many resources as necessary in this litigation strategy. In
July, the EPA filed a motion to dismiss the suit.
If not dismissed, the Murray lawsuit can put the proposal in litigation limbo. Should it reach a courtroom, the
decision could kill or significantly weaken the proposal. It
is important to note that, in July, the U.S. Supreme Court
issued a ruling in Utility Air Regulatory Group v. EPA, significantly restricting the agency’s legal authority to regulate greenhouse gas emissions.i
Meanwhile, environmentalists predict that natural gas
can and will substitute for coal in production of electricity – cost efficiently without environmental impacts. Yet,
even with the technology of fracking, according to the
World Coal Association, proven reserves of natural gas
are about 46 years. For coal, according to estimates from
the EIA, they are 168 years. If the U.S. coal industry shuts
down, electric utilities could wind up importing coal.
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Natural gas economics are increasingly questionable.
With the recent cold winter, average wholesale prices for
natural gas increased in 2013 about 35 percent, EIA reports. Traction in the economic recovery can accelerate
that upward trajectory.
As for the environment, fracking technology is being
associated with a four-fold increase in earthquakes in
Midwest states. So far, as Gregory Millman reports in The
Wall Street Journal, the issue has been relatively low profile because residents seem to be in denial.2 That could
change if The Big One happens. The result could be a
pile-on of anti-fracking laws at the federal, state and local
level. Moreover, the fracking industry, which has deep
pockets, could become a target for liability lawsuits. As
with asbestos, those could bankrupt it. Natural gas supply could become both scarce and expensive.
Predictably, the anti-coal movement is flourishing on
some campuses. The key point of leverage is divesting
the university endowment of coal industry stocks. So far,
this is at various stages at about 300 universities. Last
May, when Stanford did divest, many anti-coal groups
framed that as a major victory, which liberal media such
as The New York Times reinforced.3 However, other influential institutions, such as Harvard, have been resisting this student pressure. The peril is that activists at
those academic institutions that don’t divest can be positioned as martyrs, gaining more support for the cause.
At Harvard, one student has been arrested.
The worst-case scenario for coal in the U.S. is to reduce
its consumption. Yet that might not happen for a while or
maybe ever. There are too many variables to rule coal out.
At the top of the list is technology. The original chemical composition of coal can be changed so that it becomes a “clean” energy source. On the front lines of this
is, for example, Clean Coal Technologies Inc. Through its

pre-combustion beneficiation process, about 90 percent
of the chemical pollutants can be eliminated. The constraint for the U.S. coal industry in adapting “clean tech”
has been the cost.
For 2014, the EIA projects production to increase 3.2
percent to 1,027.5 million short tons (MMst). Most of
that – thermal coal – will be used for electricity. The rest
– coking coal – will be used in industries such as steel,
chemicals and fertilizer.
One lens to view the future of coal through is the perspective of the investment community. After all, coal is a
business, with companies ranging from Peabody Energy
to Arch Coal, in existence to earn a profit. During the
first quarter of 2014, Zacks Industry Rank put an overall
neutral or positive rating on the U.S. coal industry. Of the
18 coal companies it follows, one has a Strong Buy, one
a Buy, 14 a Hold and only two have a Sell. None have a
Strong Sell.4
A major driver for this confidence in the U.S. coal industry is the export potential. According to BP Statistical
Review of World Energy, the U.S. has more coal reserves
than any other nation. Currently, it contains more than
25 percent of the world’s coal. Key markets are Asia and
Europe, both for thermal and coking coal.
Zacks reports that Asia consumes about 67 percent of the world’s coal, with China using 50 percent of that. According to equities expert Motley Fool,
China’s power demands will double over the next 12
years. During the past four years, China increased its
electricity capacity to what exists throughout Japan.
Simultaneously, with the shutdown of some nuclear power in Japan, that nation has to transition to more coal.
In Europe, after two decades of decline, use of coal
increased in 2011. Industrial giant Germany, for example,
wants to eliminate nuclear power by 2022.
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The market for coking coal is also a strong source of
business. The World Steel Association forecasts a 3.3 percent increase in global steel demand in 2014. Zacks reports that about 70 percent of worldwide steel production
depends on coal.
However, because of the worldwide economic downturn, overall demand for U.S. coal has been down.
According to the EIA, in 2013, exports were at 118 MMst,
down 6.1 percent from 2012. In 2014, they are forecast to
decline to 96 MMst.
As the global economy continues to recover, the U.S.
coal industry could experience a renaissance. What could
impede that are breakdowns in supply chain logistics. For
example, there is a shortage of rail capacity to transport
coal to export shipping facilities.
In addition, environmental groups, such as the Sierra
Club, are leveraging the tactic of prohibiting construction of new export terminals. On the West Coast, six have
been proposed. Motley Fool projects that only three of
them are likely to become reality. Without those export facilities, the U.S. coal industry will have to undertake expensive alternate plans.
As Ron Pernick, co-author of Clean Tech Nation, confirms: “There will always be an energy mix. Coal will be

part of it. The issue is not so much regulations or demand, not here in the U.S. and not in the export market.”
The core challenge is more of a business one for the
U.S. coal industry. It’s in transition. The challenge is to
remain profitable. Among the decisions it must address
is how much to invest in clean-tech, supply chain logistics and public affairs. How well it does in those business
initiatives will determine everything from the economic
health to the image of King Coal. u
Jane Genova is an executive communications
specialist, speechwriter and ghostwriter
(www.speechwriting-ghostwriting.typepad.com).
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The War on Coal:
Punishing Native
Americans

Federal regulations hinder tribes’
abilities to capitalize on needed
economic opportunities
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t a meeting in Montana last September between tribal leaders and U.S. senators Jon
Tester and Maria Cantwell, the chairman of
the Crow Nation, Darrin Old Coyote, summed up his frustrations with the federal government’s energy policies in
a single sentence: “The war on coal is a war on our families and our children.”
The Crow reservation sits above 9 billion tons of coal
and has a contract to mine 1.4 billion tons. Most of the
Crow Nation’s revenue comes from coal development,
but federal regulations, dating back to the time when reservations were created, are making it difficult for the tribe
to capitalize on its natural resource wealth. With median
household income below $35,000 on the reservation, compared to more than $50,000 for the U.S. as a whole and the
tribe’s unemployment rate of nearly 50 percent, the Crow
Nation is in desperate need of economic opportunities.
A month after speaking to U.S. senators, Mr. Old
Coyote was battling the Missoula City Council, asking it
to “remain neutral” on the proposed coal-export terminals
on the West Coast and urging the city not to “obstruct
important economic opportunities for the Crow Tribe
and the state of Montana” by opposing or delaying the
new export facilities. The city council suggested that
building the terminals in the Pacific Northwest
would increase the number of coal trains
passing through Missoula, impairing
public safety by spreading coal dust
and increasing greenhouse gas
emissions, thus contributing
to global warming. The
council wanted the
U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers to
expand the
scope
of its

feature
environmental review of the export terminals to consider
the impacts in Montana, more than 500 miles away from
the nearest port.
The Crow Tribe is not unique among energy-rich
Indian Nations. Indian reservations contain almost 30 percent of the nation's coal reserves west of the Mississippi,
as well as significant deposits of oil, natural gas and uranium. The Council of Energy Resource Tribes, a tribal
energy consortium, estimates the value of these resources at nearly $1.5 trillion. That amounts to approximately
$500,000 per Native American. Yet, the vast majority of
energy resources on Indian lands remain untapped, helping to lock Native Americans in a poverty trap. Tribal energy resources amount to dead capital – unable to generate
benefits for tribal communities or the broader economy.
Even the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), the federal
agency that is supposed to protect Indians’ economic interests, often stands in the way of energy development.
On the Fort Peck Reservation in northeastern Montana,
the BIA’s red tape and bureaucracy discourages energy
companies and other investors from doing business with
tribes. Drilling permits for oil and gas development can
take years to be approved.
“You’ve denied us access to economic development,” Fort Peck Councilman Tom Christian told Interior
Secretary Sally Jewell on her recent visit to the reservation. “If you’re going to be sovereign, let us be sovereign.
Afford us an opportunity at economic development so we
can take care of our own and not depend on anyone.”
Tribal leaders have also emphasized how National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) reviews and archaeological assessments are impeding energy development
on reservations.
“It takes too long to get leases approved, to get lease assignments approved, to get rights of way approved,” Fort
Peck councilman Stoney Anketell told several U.S. senators last year. “We're not shortchanging the need for archaeological reviews, but on land that has been farmed
for 70 years? It's been tilled, plowed, planted [and] harvested. There's no teepee rings.”
Sitting atop the Bakken shale-oil formation in North
Dakota, the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold
reservation have nearly missed out on the boom taking
place all around them. Federal regulations impede the
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tribes’ ability to benefit from their energy resource wealth.
However, since special legislation passed in 1999 to give
the tribe more autonomy over its oil and gas leasing, hundreds of wells have been drilled on the reservation, earning the tribes more than $500 million. But even with fewer
regulations, energy developers still must go through 49
steps and four different federal agencies to drill on Fort
Berthold land, compared to as few as four steps to drill
outside the reservation. With a complex federal bureaucracy controlling nearly every aspect of Indian energy development, it is no surprise that roughly twice as many
oil and gas wells are drilled per square mile outside Fort
Berthold as are drilled inside.
President Obama’s “war on coal” affects
coal-producing tribes indirectly through the administration’s restrictions on carbon emissions. Recent
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations have
imposed strict limits on emissions from new power plants,
possibly providing a death knell to their construction. In
June, the EPA proposed rules to reduce carbon emissions
from existing fossil-fuel power plants as well. As EPA regulations, along with changing market conditions, shift the
U.S. power sector toward natural gas, tribes such as the

Crow Nation must look to export coal oversees to emerging Asian markets – a prospect that largely depends on
the construction of the coal-export terminals in the Pacific
Northwest.
“Today, the Crow Tribe has a rare window of opportunity before it and we are doing everything in our power
to take advantage of it before that window closes,” wrote
Chairman Old Coyote in his letter to the Missoula City
Council. “For the Crow people, there are no jobs that compare to a coal job – the wages and benefits exceed anything else that is available.”
None of this is to say that tribes should be required to
develop their energy resources, but government agencies
should not deprive them of the opportunity to benefit from
the wealth of their land. Ron Crossguns of the Blackfeet
tribe's oil and gas department puts it this way: “It's our
right. We say yes or no. I don't think the outside world
should come out here and dictate to us what we should
do with our properties.”
When tribes are given the right to manage their own
resources, they repeatedly demonstrate they can do so in
ways that benefit tribal communities and generate broader economic growth. When they are freed from the oversight of the federal government, they are able to determine
what is best for themselves and engage in economic activities that promote both their cultures and communities. As long as tribes are denied the right to control their
own resources, they will remain locked in poverty and dependence. By giving Native Americans the dignity they
deserve, they will have the opportunity to unleash the tremendous wealth of Indian Nations. u
Terry L. Anderson is the William A. Dunn Distinguished
Senior Fellow at PERC.
Shawn Regan is a research fellow at PERC and author of
the recent report Unlocking the Wealth of Indian Nations:
Overcoming Obstacles to Tribal Energy Development.
PERC is a nonprofit research institute located
in Bozeman, Mt., dedicated to improving
environmental quality through property rights
and markets. Find out more at www.perc.org.
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TRAMPLING
on Coal Country Families
Obama administration actions and EPA regulations
are having serious negative impacts on working
families and the coal industry
By Paul Driessen, Committee for a Constructive Tomorrow

B

etween 1989 and 2010,
Congress rejected nearly 700 cap-tax-and-trade
and similar bills that their proponents
claimed would control Earth’s perpetually fickle climate and weather.
So, even as real-world crises erupt,
President Obama is using executive
fiats and regulations to impose his
anti-hydrocarbon agenda, slash
America’s fossil fuel use, bankrupt
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coal and utility companies, make
electricity prices skyrocket and fundamentally transform our economic, social, legal and constitutional
system.
Citing climate concerns, he has refused to permit construction of the
Keystone XL pipeline and blocked
or delayed Alaskan, western state
and offshore oil and gas leasing
and drilling. He’s proud that U.S. oil

production has climbed 58 percent
and natural gas output has risen 21
percent since 2008. But he doesn’t
mention that this is due to hydraulic
fracturing on state and private lands;
production has actually fallen in areas controlled by the federal government and radical environmentalists
oppose fracking all over the country.
Above all, the president’s war
on hydrocarbons is a war on coal
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Families will have to cope with more stress, depression,
drug and alcohol abuse as well as spousal and child abuse.
Nutrition and medical care will suffer. More people will
turn to crime. More will have strokes and heart attacks.
More will die prematurely or commit suicide. All of the
above could happen for no measurable benefits.
country families. For 21 states that
still rely on coal to produce 40 to 96
percent of their electricity, it is a
war on people’s livelihoods and living standards – on the very survival of small businesses and entire
communities. The price of electricity has already been raised one to
two cents per kilowatt-hour in those
states, from as little as 5.6 cents/kWh
in 2009. If it soars to the 14.6 to 15.7
cents/killowatt-hour (kWh) paid in
“job-mecca states”, like California
and New York – which rely on coal

for less than three percent of their
electricity – the impacts will churn
through coal-dependant states like a
tsunami.
Yet that is where rates are headed,
as the Obama EPA’s carbon dioxide
(CO2), and other, restrictions kick in.
Hundreds of base-load, coal-fueled
power plants (some 180 gigawatts
of electric generation capacity) will
be forced into premature retirement
between 2010 and 2020. That’s more
than 15 percent of the U.S.’s total installed capacity – enough electricity
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to power nearly 90 million average
homes or small businesses. The EPA
assumes it can be replaced by expensive, unreliable, habitat-gobbling
wind and solar power. It can’t.
The EPA rules mean the price of
everything people do will skyrocket:
heating and air conditioning, lights
and refrigeration, televisions, computers, medical equipment, machinery and every other gizmo that runs
on electricity. Poor, minority and
blue-collar families will have to find
hundreds of dollars a year somewhere
in their already stretched budgets.
Shops and other small businesses
will have to discover thousands of
dollars, by delaying other purchases
or laying people off. Factories, malls,
school districts, hospitals and cities
will have to send out search parties
to locate millions a year at the end of
rainbows.
Millions in coal mines, power plants, factories, shops and other businesses will get laid off. Entire
families and communities will be
pounded and impoverished. Real
people’s hopes, dreams, pride and
work ethic will be replaced by despair and dependency. Breadwinners
will be forced to work multiple jobs,
commute longer distances and suffer
severe sleep deprivation, if they can
find work.
Families will have to cope with
more stress, depression, drug and

alcohol abuse as well as spousal and
child abuse. Nutrition and medical
care will suffer. More people will turn
to crime. More will have strokes and
heart attacks. More will die prematurely or commit suicide. All of the
above could happen for no measurable benefits.
The EPA cites mercury, soot, asthma, climate change, hurricanes,
seas rising seven inches a century
and even ocean acidification to justify their draconian rules. But the scientific basis is bogus. The agency
cherry-picks data and studies that
support its agenda, ignores libraries
of contradictory research, rejects experts whose analyses question EPA
conclusions, pays advisors – such as
its Science Advisory Board – and activists – such as the American Lung
Association – millions of dollars annually to rubberstamp and promote its
regulations and hides its work from
those it decrees “are not qualified to
analyze it.” The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) operates in much the same fashion.
Moreover, unhealthy U.S. emissions plunged nearly 90 percent
since 1970, even as coal use for electricity generation increased 170 percent. As well, the newest coal-fueled
power plants reduce pollution by almost this amount, using “supercritical” technologies, while also
reducing carbon dioxide emissions
by 20 percent or more, according
the EPA and U.S. Energy Information
Administration reports.
Meanwhile, China, India, Germany,
Poland and other countries are building some 1,200 new coal-fueled power and numerous gas plants to spur
economic growth, preserve jobs and
lift people out of poverty. The sacrifices President Obama is imposing

will do nothing to reduce global CO2
levels, which the evidence increasingly shows plays only a minor to
trivial role in climate and weather
fluctuations.
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winter,” Thomas Jefferson recalled in December 1809.
“The Greenland seas, hitherto covered [in ice], have in
the last two years entirely disappeared,” Britain’s Royal
Society reported in 1817. “We were astonished by the total absence of ice in Barrow Strait. [Six years ago the area
was] still frozen up and doubts were entertained as to the
possibility of escape,” Captain Francis McClintock wrote
in his ship’s log in 1860.
And don’t forget the Medieval Warm Period, Little Ice
Age and the five frigid epochs that buried North America,
Europe and Asia under glaciers a mile thick. Or the
4,000-year-old trees that recently emerged as modern glaciers melted back, proving that a forest grew in the now
icy Alps just four millennia ago.
On and on it has gone, throughout Earth and human
history: wild weather and climate swings on a recurring
basis. But now, climate chaos cultists want us to believe
such events began only recently and we could stop today’s climate and weather aberrations if we would just
eliminate fossil fuels, destroy our economies and condemn Third World families to permanent poverty and
disease.
The truth is only once in all of human history was a government able to control Earth’s climate to make it “perfect
all year” and it is highly unlikely that we will ever return to
those wondrous days.
So how do the EPA, IPCC, Michael Mann, Al Gore and
other climate armageddonites deal with all these inconvenient truths, questions and skeptical researchers?
They hide their data and computer codes. They complain that they are being picked on. They refuse to debate
dangerous, manmade global warming skeptics. They harass and vilify contrarian experts and boot them off university committees. They refuse to attend conferences
where they might have to defend their manipulated data,
junk science and absurd assertions. Al Gore won’t even
take questions that he has not preapproved.
They have no cojones. They hide behind their sinecures
the way Hamas terrorists hide behind children.
The EPA won’t even hold hearings in coal country or
states that will be hardest hit by soaring electricity costs.
It hosts dog-and-pony shows and “listening sessions” in
big cities like Atlanta, Chicago, San Francisco, Seattle,
Washington, D.C. and Pittsburgh – where it knows passionate lefty students and eco-activists will dominate.
People who will be grievously impacted by the draconian job-killing regulations must travel long distances and

For 21 states that still rely on coal to produce 40 to
96 percent of their electricity, it is a war on people’s
livelihoods and living standards – on the very survival
of small businesses and entire communities.

pay for expensive hotels and meals or remain silent and
ignored.
That stacks the deck – the same way the “public comment” process is tilted in favor of ultra-rich Big Green agitators who have the funding and organization to generate
thousands or millions of comments.
We, as taxpayers, pay for these studies, payoffs and
propaganda. And we will get stuck with the regulations,

soaring prices and lost jobs that result. We have a right to
review and analyze the data and claims. We have a right to
be heard, in a fair and honest process that truly takes our
concerns into account. u
Paul Driessen is senior policy analyst for the Committee
For A Constructive Tomorrow (www.CFACT.com) and
author of Eco-Imperialism: Green Power, Black Death.
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Technology development, political
priorities poised to keep coal in
the long-term energy mix
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By Aleksandra Tomczak, World Coal Association

oal is the largest source
of electricity in the European Union (EU), ahead
of natural gas, renewables and nuclear. It is the backbone of electricity
generation in Poland, where it supplies over 80 percent of electricity and
in the UK, Germany, Czech Republic,
Bulgaria, Estonia and Greece, where
over 40 percent of electricity is generated with coal. In the European
context, coal has clear advantages
over other energy fuels. It is the most
abundant domestically available energy fuel and the most affordable
source of electricity. The use of domestic coal substantially reduces the
energy import bill of the EU and the
cost of electricity for households and
industries, providing direct employment to 600,000 Europeans.
Despite the anti-coal rhetoric of
many political leaders in Europe, the
EU has actually increased its coalbased electricity generation by almost 10 percent since 2010, sending
coal consumption up by a significant margin in the UK and Germany
(16 percent and 14 percent, respectively). During that period, gas-fired
power generation went down by over

30 percent. As more coal flows into
European power stations, an obvious
question to ask is whether this trend
is going to last.
This article looks into the key
sources of influence over the future
energy supply in Europe – including estimates of future carbon prices, forthcoming policy developments,
expected technology developments
and new priorities structuring public debate in the EU – all pointing towards a long-term energy mix with
coal remaining a key component.

Carbon, coal and gas prices
It is hardly surprising that the
European energy market has a preference for coal over natural gas. At record low coal and carbon prices and
high natural gas prices, coal-fueled
power plants are much more profitable and cheaper to operate than
gas-fired power plants. This situation
is unlikely to change over the coming years, according to estimates by
Bloomberg and Deutsche Bank.
Carbon prices in the EU have stagnated at around six euros per tonne of
carbon dioxide (CO2) since early 2013
and the emissions allowances futures

indicate that they will not exceed
15 euros until 2020. This trend coincides with a simultaneous increase
in gas prices and a decrease in coal
prices. In fact, over the last two years
coal prices went down by around 40
percent and gas prices increased by
around the same margin. Based on
that, the International Energy Agency
(IEA) believes that power generators
are unlikely to switch from coal to gas
before 2018.1

EU’s emerging coal fleet
Currently, available data shows that
coal energy continues to be an attractive long-term investment. It is estimated that around 12 gigawatts (GW)
of coal-fueled capacity are currently being built in the EU, in comparison to only nine GW for natural gas.
According to the World Resources
Institute, 14 GW of new coal-fueled
generation capacity is planned in
Ukraine, 12 in Germany and Poland,
4.2 in Italy and Romania, 3.7 in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, 3.5 in the
Netherlands, 2.8 in Czech Republic
and 2.2 in Bulgaria. The same report shows that coal plants are also planned for construction in south
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eastern Europe. In fact, there is not
a single country in the Balkans that
does not have plans to build new coalfueled power plants and the total new
coal-fueled capacity planned in that
region is almost 16.5 GW.2

Policies
EU policies and regulations will have
an impact on future investment decisions in the energy sector. The key
influencers in that area will be the reform of the EU’s Emission Trading
Scheme, the implementation of the
Industrial Emissions Directive (IED)
and the final agreement over the emission reduction targets in the EU’s 2030
Framework for Climate and Energy
Policies.
The 2030 framework proposal includes a greenhouse gas (GHG)
emission reduction target and a renewables target for 2030, as well as a
proposal to reform the EU Emissions
Trading Scheme by introducing a
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“market stability reserve.” If adopted
in its current form, the 2030 package
will allow the European Commission
to reduce the number of emission allowances tradable on the EU carbon
market. It will also increase the speed
at which the EU ETS emissions cap is
tightened every year, from 1.74 to 2.2
percent per year from 2021. Both proposals would result in higher carbon
prices and could reduce the competitiveness of coal in comparison to natural gas. However, most analysts do not
expect carbon prices in Europe to increase substantially before 2025.
Adopted in 2010, the IED introduces new emission limit values for pollutants such as nitrogen oxides (NOx),
sulphur dioxide (SO2) and particulate
matter. Power plant operators have a
choice between complying with the
new standards or closing down within
a timeframe between 2016 and 2023,
depending on the compliance option
chosen by the investor. In a majority

of countries, most of the coal power stations have plans to become IED
compliant, or are already. The largest uncertainty of any country is the
UK, where only 20 GW of coal plants
are currently compliant with the IED
and for the rest of the 14 GW plans are
not known. Across the entire EU, it is
estimated that around 40 GW of coal
power plants have yet to make an investment decision. Current combinations of low carbon and coal prices,
as well as the high cost of gas, could
tip the balance in favour of extending
the lifetime of coal plants and investing in appropriate pollution control
technologies.

Technologies
Technology development presents an
opportunity to further reinforce the position of coal in the EU’s energy mix
in the long term. Effective demonstration of carbon capture and storage (CCS) and a better understanding
of enhanced oil recovery opportunities in the North Sea could make
coal with CCS an interesting option
for European utilities. International
prospects for large-scale CCS demonstration are good. The Boundary
Dam project in Canada and Kemper
County in the United States, which
are expected to become operational
this year, will demonstrate CCS technology on coal-fueled power plants
on a large scale. This provides an opportunity to improve the technologies
along the entire value chain and to reduce the overall project costs.
High-efficiency, low-emissions coal
combustion technologies present another important technological opportunity for coal in Europe. A recent
paper by the IEA Clean Coal Centre
shows that Poland could reduce its
GHG emissions from coal by 24 percent over the next few decades by
deploying high-efficiency coal technologies and Germany by 13 percent.

Another important opportunity lies
with gasification technologies, which
could halve Europe’s GHG emissions from coal, whilst reducing its
dependence on Russian natural gas.
Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) plants could also provide a
lower cost opportunity for the deployment of CCS. Gasification has been
reliably used on a commercial scale
worldwide for more than 50 years by
the chemical, refining and fertilizer
industries and by the electric power industry for more than 35 years.
Currently, there are more than 150
gasification plants with over 430 gasifiers operating worldwide.
Unfortunately, most European governments are still not serious enough
about clean coal technologies and
CCS. National funding for CCS demonstration is limited and there is currently little political will within the
EU member state governments to
carry forward CCS demonstration.
This results in significant delays in
CCS deployment in Europe and little awareness of the potential of clean
coal technologies within the general
public and investor community.

energy security advantages. The EU
currently imports over two-thirds of
its natural gas needs and over a third
of that is supplied by Russia. In comparison to that, almost 60 percent of
Europe’s coal consumption is produced domestically. Although a large
proportion of coal imports are also
sourced from Russia, unlike natural
gas, coal is supplied through liquid
spot markets, which offer effective
short-term solutions in the event of
disruptions. It is also produced by

reliable and politically stable trading
partners of the EU, including the U.S.,
Australia, South Africa and Columbia,
with no physical long-term links to
specific suppliers via existing infrastructure, such as is the case for gas
pipelines.
Another top priority is energy affordability. Recent polls show that growing
energy prices worry European homeowners more than rent and mortgage
payments. This is hardly surprising.
Over the past few years, EU countries
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New political priorities
Two new priorities are challenging the
climate-oriented orthodoxy surrounding coal use in Europe and shaping
the debate about the EU’s future energy supply – the need to adapt Europe’s
energy sourcing to deteriorating relations between Europe and Russia
and to define a strategy for containing Europe’s energy costs. This brings
energy security and affordability back
at the top of the EU’s energy agenda,
alongside climate change and environmental protection, which have so
far provided the tempo for the EU’s energy policy.
As Europe’s most abundant energy resource and an easy substitute
for natural gas, coal offers undeniable
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As Europe’s most abundant energy resource and an easy substitute
for natural gas, coal offers undeniable energy security advantages.
have seen energy costs escalating,
putting more households at risk of energy poverty and making it difficult
for European businesses to compete.
From 2005 to 2012, household electricity prices across the EU have increased
by around 55 percent, from 12.67 to
19.66 euros cents/killowatt-hour (kWh).
In the UK, energy prices have more
than doubled, from 8.8 to 17.85 euros
cents/kWh. Growing energy prices
are a real risk for European citizens.
In 2011, around 4.5 million UK households – or around 11 million people
– were affected by fuel poverty. Highenergy prices are also a major risk for
businesses, threatening the competitiveness of European businesses in

comparison to companies in the U.S.
where energy prices are 50 percent
lower.
The comeback of coal in Europe
is clearly driven by economics – low
coal and carbon prices, combined
with high costs of natural gas. It also reflects Europe’s return to pre-crisis production levels and a healthier,
more prosperous European economy. Investors also see coal as a sustainable long-term investment – as
shown by the number of coal-fueled projects planned across the EU.
Technology development – large
scale CCS demonstration, the use
of enhanced oil recovery, coal gasification and other high-efficiency

low-emissions technologies – can only solidify the competitive position of
coal in Europe. More importantly, it is
clearly in the interest of European citizens and businesses to keep coal as
part of the EU’s energy mix to address
the concerns around energy security
and affordability. Without coal, energy
in Europe will be more expensive and
less secure. u
Aleksandra Tomczak is the policy
manager for the World Coal
Association (www.worldcoal.org).
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Paying Attention to the Man
Behind the EPA Curtain
A look at the far-reaching connections in the anti-coal movement
By Christopher Horner, Esq. and Cliff Smith, Esq., Free Market Environmental Law Clinic

“Pants on fire.”

This comment, standing alone, was passed on in an email
from Sierra Club’s John Coequyt to two officials heavily involved in developing the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA)’s greenhouse gas (GHG) regulations,
Michael Goo and Alex Barron, about a public statement
by then-Assistant Administrator Gina McCarthy that coal
would remain viable under the EPA’s new regulatory regime. McCarthy and her colleagues go out of their way
to insist that there is no “war on coal” and that the EPA
merely wants to make coal cleaner. In this message, colleagues apparently share the inside joke that these assurances, by Politifact’s “pants on fire” standard to which
Coequyt alludes, are “not accurate and makes a ridiculous claim.”
It is perhaps the most pithily revealing sentence in
thousands of often heavily redacted pages of documents
we have obtained from the EPA under the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA). This email is by no means the only such correspondence and came in a highly productive
request seeking correspondence to, from or mentioning
Sierra Club or the American Lung Association in certain
EPA offices. The documents produced, only after we filed
suit to tear down the EPA’s stonewall, paint a picture of
an improperly close, even collusive, relationship between
such group’s career anti-coal activists within the EPA –
many of which were recruited from the very same groups
72
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they now continue their activism with, just nominally in a
different role.
This and other emails also expose the stark divide between the EPA’s official stance and reality. Anti-coal activists like Coequyt, who heads the Sierra Club’s “Beyond
Coal” campaign, go further than comfortably sharing a
laugh about McCarthy fibbing on their behalf. He and others also serially asked for and offered assistance in the
EPA’s orchestrated public affairs campaign promoting its
anti-coal agenda. They asked for and provided research to
advance the shared agenda. They provided a spreadsheet
of proposed power plants that any GHG standard must be
stringent enough to keep offline. That list was then circulated internally across various EPA offices; emails show
administrative assistants requesting the list be printed
and three-hole punched. Sierra Club’s concerns are the
EPA’s concerns.
There is no line between these groups and the EPA, either in their minds or in reality. This is impermissible.
The EPA has long called the “war on coal” a myth created by political opponents. It also emphasizes a dedication
to common sense, science-based environment and energy policy free from ideological extremism and conflicts of
interest. Emails we have obtained, only after suing, show
the EPA’s less public words and actions contradicting
this rhetoric. Ideological activists ideologically drive the

feature
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waging an inarguable
war on coal and is doing
so on behalf of, and
improperly in collusion
with, the anti-coal
pressure groups from
which many of these
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EPA’s regulations, both in and out of government. Like the
Wizard of Oz, the EPA’s rhetoric amounted to saying, “Pay
no attention to that man behind the curtain” – don’t investigate further, regardless of what you see.
Now, there is no doubt that the EPA is permitted to regulate; just not these people, not this way. Using the information we have obtained, the Energy and Environmental
Legal Institute (E&E Legal) and the Free Market
Environmental Law Clinic (FMELC) make this point in our
regulatory comments that, regrettably, we expect the EPA
will also make us sue upon. The EPA’s own records, released only upon court order and even then with (for now)
heavy redactions, affirm the suspicion of many that the
agency is out of control, dedicated to ideological goals, rife
with conflicts of interest and individuals predetermined to
ideological goals.
The EPA’s current leadership consists exclusively of
former employees of environmental activist groups and
career bureaucrats; that is, all come from the environmentalist regulatory movement. Predictably, none removed
their activist hats when switching jobs. Instead, they
championed the same policies they lobbied for as activists, this time as government.
It perhaps should be no surprise that people like Michael
Goo, a former staff director at the Natural Resources
Defense Council, continue to act like activists once they

get into government. The EPA is not unaware of the problems for a conflict of interest. Deputy Administrator Bob
Perciasepe sent around an article he deemed “worth noting” that documented how 13 high-level EPA officials, including six of 10 regional administrators, were former
green group activists. It’s clear, however, that Perciasepe
saw this more as a technical problem to be managed, no
need for divergence of thought or points of view.
Indeed, Joseph Goffman, a senior counsel in the Office
of Air and Radiation who also came to the EPA from the
green-group vineyards specifically to promote the anticoal rules, saw nothing unusual about pushing for Sierra
Club goals outside of what he called “normal channels,” in
one particular email. Our email productions under FOIA
prove, in documentary form, that doing things outside
“normal channels” on behalf of green groups is the norm
at the EPA.
We should not be surprised that these regulators have
the improper, “unalterably closed mind” in this task when
they come from and are allied with, e.g., Sierra Club’s
“Beyond Coal” campaign, which vows “to prevent new
coal plants from being built,” to “retire one-third of the nation’s more than 500 coal plants by 2020,” and to “keep
coal in the ground.”
Consider how dozens of emails show that top EPA officials were dedicated to overturning the so-called “Johnson
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Memo” immediately upon assuming office in 2009 and
proceeding with an endangerment finding allowing the
EPA to regulate carbon dioxide (CO2) under the Clean Air
Act. Despite the orchestrated dance of a thoughtful internal review and “endangerment” finding dramatically announced as Administrator Lisa Jackson departed for the
Copenhagen “Kyoto II” talks in December, emails show
that just over two weeks after being sworn in, before any
substantive review had been done, Jackson was openly talking about the endangerment finding as if it were a
done deal.
It was, in their minds. They just need to go through the
motions to get there. Emails show that their chief concern
was instead that Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid would
speak out of turn and give away the plan.
Reading the specifics of this incestuousness is unsettling. The actions range from impossibly close coordination to outright collusion. Emails show Sierra Club and
the Environmental Defense Fund were instrumental in
helping choose where hearings on proposed EPA regulations would be held. This assisted the groups’ efforts
to bus in activists to overwhelm the hearings with support as scripted as the mass-mailings that, other emails
show, EPA helped Sierra get into the record after they
were improperly submitted. At one Philadelphia-based
hearing, Sierra Club bused in activists to Philadelphia,
for example, from as far away as Michigan and Boston
to ensure the friendliest audience possible and made
sure to let their friends at the EPA know what they were
doing for them. Other emails show how Sierra Club and
the EPA colluded to ensure that Sierra Club members
could “protest” on EPA grounds in favor of EPA policies.
The groups coordinated with the EPA to help ensure
Congress did nothing to interfere with their shared agenda. When the EPA was asked to help write Sen. Jeanne
Shaheen’s (D-NH) speech for a “Carbon Roundtable”

event, the agency farmed it out to a lobbyist for the New
Hampshire Sierra Club.
Similarly, when Stephanie Kodish of the Clean Air
Council emailed a report on behalf of Sierra Club and other
green groups to various top-level EPA officials, she failed to
submit it into the record in order to allow the EPA to actually rely upon it. So, a lower-level employee assured new “air”
chief Janet McCabe that “it is on Martha’s to-do list to get
it into the docket if Stephanie does not submit it directly.”
These are merely examples of the way that the EPA under President Obama’s leadership has conducted business. It is hardly exhaustive. We have startling examples
of specific, tangible intercession on behalf of anti-coal activists and expect to obtain more as we further litigate this
and similar cases.
The current EPA is waging an inarguable war on coal
and is doing so on behalf of, and improperly in collusion
with, the anti-coal pressure groups from which many of
these same officials came. We have come to accept an awful lot as the “new normal,” so it almost sounds quaint to
note that our system does not allow this.
The EPA is allowed to regulate, but it must do so without conflict, collusion or, as we also have discovered, destruction of records relevant to the proceedings. Our work
is directed toward convincing a court that the agency
must start over and, if it is to do so, to do it in a way that
is consistent with our laws. In spite of their rhetoric, the
EPA is anything but an unbiased, honest broker. The man
behind the curtain may not want you to notice this, but
that makes it no less true. u
Christopher Horner is an attorney in Washington,
D.C. with the Energy & Environment Legal Institute
(www.eelegal.org) and a senior fellow at the Competitive
Enterprise Institute. He is also the author of several books,
the most recent being The Liberal War on Transparency.
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